our problems
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The

Stanley Taylor
Four appointments to fill vacant

positions were made at the Wed
evening

Church

meeting of the

Knox County Civil Defense staff

I

held at the court house in Roek |
land.
I

has

accepted a call

Church

of

pers, as guest speaker.
While much that Mr. Damborg
said was of necessity privileged,
the meeting was one of the most
vital in the history of the Thom
aston Lions and the vigorous ap
plause was testimony of the ap-1
preciation of the group.
Speaking with vision and loyalty
to his paper which is instinctive '
with every good newspaperman j
Mr. Damborg told of the re-birth '
of the Gannett papers the past i
two years, of the close co-opera
tion of policy and content by the I
group editors and managers of |

Above: past commanders of the post seated in front, from left
to right, are; Louis Cates, commander in ’30; E. Carl Moran, ’20;
Ervin L. Curtis, present commander and commander in ’48 and ’42;
Department Commander Anthony Rumo and Past Department
Commander Gerry Wade. Middle row; Lanscomb Miller, ’49; How
ard Kenniston, ’50; Harold Kaler, ’53; Ralph Smith, ’44 and Sidney
Segal, ’46. Back row; Frank McDonnell, ’54; Gilman Seabury, ’41;

V

Rockland,

church becomes effective Feb. 9.
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j
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Anthony Rumo of Portland, com Inland Fish and Game.
mander of the Department of
Commander Rumo confined his
Maine American Legion, was hon talk to Legion matters, urging
or guest of Winslow-Holbrook- greater support of Legion affairs

Rev. Chester M. Staples

of age. He and his family will re
Merritt Post at its annual Past
side in the parsonage on Philbrook
Commanders and Past Presidents
Avenue.
Night Thursday evening.
Principal speaker of the evening
was Gerry Wade, past department
commander and head of the hatch
eries division of the Department of

Representative Leroy McCluskey worked out with the aid and assis
of Warren announced this week tance of the Department of Edu
Previous courses have
that he would introduce a bill at cation.
the current session of the legis been worked out by individual
lature aimed at providing special schools and with no extra finan
fisheries instruction in the coastal cial assistance from the state.

The most complete program of
this type was carried out in Stonnington for a number of years.
The program there, which was
workid out by Thurlow Pitts, now
principal of Ellsworth High School,
provided instruction in boat hand
ling. marketing procedures, fishing
techniques and feeding and breed
ing habits of fish. Fishing indus
tries in the community co-operated
in the plan and gave an opportuni
ty for students to actually receive
“on the spot’’ instruction. Boys
actually went as crew members
on boats operating out of the port
and studied fish processing meth |
ods and boat construction in the i
local fish plants and boat yards. '
A Rimllar type of program, al
!
though less elaborate in its oper
ation, was tried recently at the
high school in South Bristol in Lin
coln County.
WORSHIP and CHURCH SCHOOL
McCluskey stated Friday that
the actual amount of the approp
11 A. M.
riation which the bill would re
UNIVERSALIST ( HURCH
quest had not been determined
(by Court House, Rockland)
but would probably be worked out
••FIVE BIG WORDS”
within the next few days.
Rev. Geo. H. Wood
Welcome!
high schools of the state.
The proposal, which will be sub
mitted; to the legislature next
week, would authorize the Depart
ment of Education to set up pilot
programs in some coastal high
schools. These programs would
be tied in with the vocational
courses of the high school. Various
phases of the fisheries program
would be covered leading to a
better understanding of the occupational field into which a large per
centage of students from the coast
al schools go. It would also be ex
pected that such a course, geared
to the needs of the students, would
serve to hold greater numbers of
pupils in school.
The idea of such a course, or
series of courses, is not entirely
new but it would be the first time
that such a program could be

Broken Propeller
Shaft Disables
Rockland Craft

The 50 foot fishing vessel “Mar
Camden-Thomaston Superinten
garet and Jean” skippered by Rob dent Lewis E. Webber was one of a

ert Dow of Owls Head, was towed seven man committee of educa

into Rockland Thursday afternoon tors to take part in an evaluation

4

authorities reported that the “Margaret and Jean” is owned by Sherwood Upham of Rockland.

Massachusetts
House Workshop
Message

DANCE

SIMONTON'S
CORNER

Every Saturday

3-tf|

Auxiliary members who made up , is employed as well as a warden
the largest gathering of its kind in j force covering all sections of the
the Rockland post for several state. Field men, biologists and
years to become sold on the Le wardens, totaled nearly 150 he
said.
gion, and to stay sold on it.
He stressed the need for sports
Mr. Wade, speaking in his offi
cial capacity as one of the top of men to practice conservation of
ficials of the state department su natural resources and follow the
pervising inland game affairs, out creed of good sportsmenship.
A turkey supper was served by
lined the work of his department.
In the talk, he informed his listen the ladies of the Auxiliary at 6.30
ers that a large staff of biologists | with the meeting following at 8.

Department of Education, made

included Phillip Annis. chairman;

a study of the Boothbay Harbor
school covering 14 different areas.
During Monday and part of Tues
day the committee visited class
rooms and conferred with staff
members. On Tuesday afternoon
and Wednesday morning the re
sults of the survey were com
piled and on Wednesday after
noon a report to the staff and
school superintendent. A complete
written report of the evaluation is
to be made to the school com
mittee of the town in the near fu

Lewis E. Webber. Camden super
intendent; Mrs. Louise Fettinger.

by the Coast Guard harbor tug of the program and plant of Boothbay Harbor High School this week.
The committee was organized at
the invitation of Boothbay superin
tendent Harold B. Clifford.
The committee, which was head ture.
Members
ed by Phillip Annis of the State

64-300 after the craft had become
disabled near Goose Rock light at
the eastern end of the Fox Island
Thorofare.
The 64-300 was in the vicinity of
Eagle Island when she received
a radiio message from the Goose
Rock keeper stating that the ves
sel was in trouble. The fishing
vessell was bound for Southwest
Harbor when a propeller shaft
snapped. Aboard were Capt. Dow
and one crewman. Coast Guard

Mobii-flame

Music by Keith Crockett

and the following of Legion prin
ciples. He stressed service to the
Legionnaire, his wife and children
as one of the greatest responsibil
ities of the organization on both a
national and local basis.
He advised Legionnaires and

Supt. Webber On
Boothbay School
Evaluation Board

We think that the next couple of
months, when the going might be
bad for you out our way, ia really
the best time to repaint our floors
7-.lt
and walls—and for some of us to
People who think much of what take our vacations after a very
they would do if they had time sel busy year.
So, for the first time in six
dom have time to do much.
years, we've decided to close our
Massachusetts House Workshop
from Saturday, January 15th to
Monday, April 4th. But you can
reach us by telephone every day,
SOCONY-VACUUM
except Saturday, from 9 a. m., to
]
p. m. (Lincolnville J-4772.1 Or
Bottled
you can write our Mail Order De
partment for gifts or food that
nuuMW
you’d like to have us gift wrap,
APFMVCO APPLIAHCU
pack and ship for you.
On Monday. April 4th, we'll be
spic and span and gay as the first
spring daffodils to welcome you
once more with new and different
COMPTON’S
AM to 12.09
displays. We'U be seeing you!
OOB. PARK * UNION STS.

TEL. USS

Peter Damborg

House and no less than 16 legisla
tive reporters are in attendance
during Legislature.
The Press
Herald maintains its own news bu
reau, while Legislature is in ses
sion, in addition to the two full
time
political
reporters, Mr.
Damborg and the dean of the
group, Loring Arnold of the Ban
gor Daily News.
It is the hope of Mr. Damborg
that this vastly increased cover
age by newspapers and the use
of television and radio will vast
ly increase public interest in the
proceedings by the Legislature,
so vital to the public interest,
and a great increase in public
concern in who the legislators are,
what their stand is. on this im
portant matter and that, and how
they vote on sharp questions.

The article that appeared in' of cards might impress highway
The Courier-Gazette a few weeks authorities more.
Compared to many highway
ago concerning the conditions
along Route 90 through Warren projects now underway in Maine,
village was written in the hope the cost of this cut-off would not

that
STATE INCLUDE FISHERIES
COURSE IN HIGH SCHOOLS

utut

the five Gannett papers, Press ;
Herald, Evening Express and Sun
day Telegram of Portland, the '
Augusta Kennebec Journal and ,
the Waterville Sentinel. No or- ]
ders come down from the ivory
tower to do this or that or lay
Theodore Perry, ’28; Gardner French, ’45 and Austin Brewer, ’39.
off one matter or another. In
Below: past presidents of the Auxiliary attending the events
stead. policy is determined in fre
honoring them were, in the front row’ from left to right; Flora
quent gioup sessions of editors,
Jamieson, president in ’51; Berniece Jackson, *34 and ’35; Anna
Varricchio, ’47; and Clara Miller, ’53. In the back row are; Cor
management and the president,
inne Edwards, ’28; Catherine Libby, ’39; Minnie Smith, ’37; Sara
with a much stronger, more for
Sawyer, ’48 and Isabelle Gamage, ’52.
Photos by Cullen ward looking and efficient cover
age of all news fields.
One result has been a closer
realization of what the public is
entitled to in new coverage in
public matters, hence the sharply
increased interest in political and I
legislative affairs.
Instead of i
one w’ire service into Augusta and
possibly two or three men cover-1
ing legislative matters, two wire I
services now serve the State

TEAGUE URGES THAT PUBLIC
SUPPORT JUDKINS' EFFORTS TO
OBTAIN ROUTE 90 CUTOFF

McCluskey proposes

6m

IT WAS PETER DAMBOR6 NIGHT
WITH THOMASTON LIONS

cal writer of the Gannett newspa

His resignation from his present

||

Volume 110, Number 7

with Peter Damborg, ace politi- ;

to

Rev. Staples was born in 1916,
studied at Gordon College of The
ology and Missions in Boston, for
two years, after which he served
in the Navy in World War n. Af
ter service he resumed his studies
and graduated from the Eastern
Nazarene CollegeTn Quincy, Mass.,
and from Gordon Divinity School in
1950.
He was ordained in South Berwick before assuming his pres
ent pastorate, here he has served
for four years, and which has ineluded the Blaisdell Memorial
Baptist Church of Waterboro and
churches in East Waterboro and
North Alfred.
Mr. Staples is married, the fath
er of two son, two and four years

».■> (X) per year
12.50 six months

EIGHT PAGES—5c COPY

Saturday
Issue

The Thomaston Lions Club had '
a banner meeting Wednesday night j

serve as pastor of the Littlefield
Memorial

Gazette

Legion And Auxiliary Honor Past Leaders

Sanley Taylor, manager of the
Rockland-Belfast district of the
New England Telephone Company,
was named as deputy number one
in charge of communications. The
post had previously been held by
the former manager of the dis
trict, Edgar Farnsworth.
Woodrow Wilson of Thomaston,
was named as deputy number two.
He will be in charge of police,
fire and plant protection, for the
entire county area.
Two other appointments in
cluded that of Mprle Hutchinson
of Rockland as captain in charge
of marine transportation and res
cue and of E. Allen Gordon as
purchasing agent.
A general discussion of plans
for increasing the Civil Defense or- ■
ganlzation occupied much of the
meeting. Part of the discussion |
centered around the reactivating
of the Ground Observer Corps in
Rockland.
A report from Ben
Dowling indicated that the new
site on the top of the Jordan Grant Block at the northend would
be ready within a two month
period.
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Rev. Chester M. Staples of Wat-

miliums leave them there f

Rockland, Maine. Saturday, January 15, 1955

WATERBORO PASTOR CALLED TO
LITTLEFIELD MEMORIAL CHURCH
erboro

week

COURIER

Entered as Second Claas matter at Post Otllce.
Rockland. Maine under the Act of March 3. 1879

FOUR TOP SPOTS IN C-D STAFF
FILLEO WEDNESDAY; NEW
OBSERVER LOCATION OBTAINED

nesday

to

The Massachusetts House
Workshop Folks

Adv.

of

the

state director of Home Economics;
Dr. Raymond Kendall. Rites Col
lege professor; Nelson Bailey, Lin
coln Academy principal; Robert St.
Pierre, Brunswick High School
teacher and Mary Hamilton, Lewis
ton High School.

The Maine Extension Service
urges—and is working toward—
better efficiency in management,
feed conversion, and use of labor
on Maine's thousands of poultry
committee farms.

Monhegan Man Unhurt In Martinsville Crash

those

who

are

interested be great. Even if it were started
this spring, it would take several
months to complete, for not only
is there a new stretch of road to
consider, but a bridge must be
built across the Georges river.
I realize that a series of tragic
accidents would probably precipi
tate action, but we do not want
it to happen that way. Let’s get
behind Mr. Judkins and organize
this thing—and soon. Believe it or
not, "The life you save may be
your own."
Respectfully yours,
Henry D. Teague.

would be stirred to action before
the occurrence of one or a series
of tragic events. Automobile ac
cidents can happen almost any
where on land, but there seems to
be no question but that this piece
of highway could hardly have
contained more dangerous spots
if it had been planned with that
idea in mind. Actually it is an
ancient
thoroughfare originally
planned without thought of any
vehicle other than a horse-drawn
conveyance.
In a situation like this, the mere
building of firm foundation topped
with a eoating of asphalt, simply
intensifies the danger, for this has
tolled innumerable thousands of
cars and trucks into the center of
Warren.
During the 30 odd years I have
written newspaper stories. I never
had such response to a single
story before. I received scores of
telephone calls and letters, as well
as personal contacts, all in favor
and many have urged me to help
carry the matter further.
Some have thought that my
story might have been responsible
for the present survey for a cut
off on Route 90. but I am sorry
to say that there is apparently no
connection and as far as I know,
no one in authority has been deep
ly impressed enough to plan im
mediate action. Previous surveys
and the present routine survey,
show that a plan exists for chang
ing the highway.
It seems to me that concerted
action by those who use this sec
tion of Route 90 might bring this
plan into operation a lot sooner.
Warren's excellent town mana
ger. Stanley Judkins, is deeply in
terested in the problem and has
done considerable work in this
direction. The cliche familiar to
all of us: "The wheel that squeaks
the loudest is the one that gets
the grease,” might well apply in
this situation.
If the public
squeaks loud and long enough, we
are far more likely to get action
in the near future. I have the
thought that everyone interested
might send Mr. Judkins a postal
card expressing interest in his ef
forts.
Telling him personally
might be all right, but a big stack

Rummage Sale

Phillip Orne of Mnnheran miraculously escaped serious injury early Thursday morning when his ear
left the road and rolled for more than 100 feet before coming to rest on Its roof. The accident took place
SATURDAY, JAN. 15
in the early hours of Thursday morning between Tenants Harbor and Martinsville as Orne was returning
Io Port Clyde. The car left the road on a slight curve striking a heavy log a short distance off the road.
Congregational
Church
The car then travrled more than 100 feet spreading parts and hits of metal along the side of the road. Orne
9 AM.
reported to State Trooper Ray Foley who investigated the crash that hr thought he must have fallen
asleep at the wheel. He was alone In the car at the time of the crash. Trooper Foley stated that the acci Auspices Senior Washington Club
dent was still under investigation.
Photo by Kelley
7-lt

Many a man fails because he
keeps too big an account with bad
luck in his mental bookkeeping.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again, 1
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a lose of
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
SONS OF PROMISE

In every meanest face I see
A perfected humanity;
AH men, though brothers of the
clod.
Bear promise of the sons of God.
No human ore that docs not hold
A precious element of gold;
No heart so blackened and de
based
But has for Him some treasure
chaste.
—Thomas Curtis Clark.

REBEKAHS
All Members Are I'rged To
Bring CANNED FOOD For Th
FOOD BARREL For POLIO
TI ES. NIGHT. C.15 Supper Wll
Precede Meeting.
7-1

RUMMAGE SALE

Saturday 9 to 12
Salvation Army
7-dt

Albert E. MacPhail
449 MAIN ST.

TEL. 73S

ROCKLAND. Mt

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT EXTENDS
MANY NEW BENEFITS TO PEOPLE
Jan. 1 was the first effective date
for a number of important pro
visions in the 1954 Amendments
to the Social Security Act. George
M. Field, manager of the Augusta
Social Security office, said to
day that people in this area should
know how they are affected by
these changes, which were signed
into law by the President on Sept.
1.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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checks. Beginning with 1955, such
earning from employment or selfemployment (or a combination of
the two.) may be as much as
*1,200 in a year. This replaces a
provision in the old law where
by an employed person had to
forego one or more months pay
ments if his earnings were more
than *75 a month, and a selfemployed person getting insurance
benefit payments was restricted
to *900. earnings in a year. Bene
ficiaries who could not accept
Social Security checks for certain
months under the old law, but
who can meet the conditions of the
new provisions, are advised to get
in touch with their Social Securi
ty office.
The Social Security Administra
tion also calls attention to the low
ering of the age restriction on
earnings by beneficiaries from 75
to 72. On reaching age 72, an in
sured person is now permitted to
have earnings of any amount and
still get benefit checks each month
in the year. This provision goes
into effect also at the beginning
of 1955, and any person between
72 and 75 w-ho has not claimed his
benefits because he has continued
to work should file his claim
now, even if he plans to keep on
working.
Effective on January 1, further
more, was a provision to protect
the Social Security insurance
rights of the totally disabled. This
is not cash disability insurance,
but a means whereby a person who
has been totally disabled for a
period of six months or more may
apply to have his Social Security
earnings record "frozen” as of the
time of the onset of the disability.
Beneficiaries now on the rolls who
were totally disabled before they
became eligible for aid-age bene
fit'payments and who are still dis
abled may apply under the provi
sion to have their benefit amount
refigured to disregard the period
of disability. However, no bene
fit can be increased under this
provision before July 1955. To be
eligible for the disability "freeze,”
a person must have been in work
covered by Social Security for five
out of the last ten years before the
disability began. Also, he must
have been in covered work at
least one-half the time duing the
three years just before he be
came disabled. Applications for
the "freeze” from people who have
become disabled after establish
ing a Social Security account, will
now be accepted at the local Social
Security office.

About six million more workers
were automatically covered1 by
Social Security on that date; ap
proximately four million more may
be brought under Social Security
on an elective basis. Earnings up
to *4.200 received in a year are
starting to count toward future
benefit payments, and a benefici
ary may get all his insurance bene
fit payments while earning as high
as *1 200 yearly. Applications for
the new disability "freeze” could
be made beginning with Jan. 3.
first business day of the new year.
Field pointed out that nine out of
10 persons who work for a living
are now in employment or selfemployment that counts toward
future benefit payments; coverage
is nearly universal.
The largest group of gainfully
employed people in the nation not
heretofore covered by Social Se
curity has now been brought in—
the 3.6 million self-employed farm
operators. Commencing Jan. 1,
these farm operators are covered
on the same terms as other selfemployed people, except for spe
cial provisions under certain con
ditions for figuring the amount of
their net annual earnings.
A change in the old requirement
that farm workers be regularly
employed by one employer means
that over two-million additional
farm employees will start earn
ing Social Security protection for |
themselves and their families in
1955. The new provision requires
only that the farm hand be paid
at least $100, in cash wages in a
calendar year by one employer.
About 200,000 more domestic em
ployees in private households are
covered by the amended law be
cause of the earlier requirement
that the domestic employee work
24 days in each calendar quarter
in any one household. Now, the ;
requirement is the payment of'
*50. or more cash wages by one
household employer in a calen
dar quarter.
About 3 500,000 employees of
state and local governments, ex
cluded to now because they are
under a retirement system, may
now be brought under Social Se
curity if they elect coverage by
a referendum. And members of
the clergy, whether employed or
self-employed, may come under
the law as If they were self-em
ployed persons.
Other self-employed groups cov
A surge of applicants desiring to
ered for the first time by Social
Security, are professional engin enlist in the Navy in order to be
eers, accountants, architects, and eligible for benefits under the
funeral directors.
"Korean War G. I. Bill of Rights”
Of special significance to per Was reported today by Navy Re
sons in work which came under
cruiting Officers.
Social Security for the first time
Commander J. D. Nickerson,
on Jan. 1 is a provision in the
amended law which will enable USN, Officcr-in-charge of Navy re
those who are newly covered to cruiting in the New England states
achieve a fully insured statu# (except Connecticut)
disclosed
quickly. By working continuous that in Boston 240 men applied for
ly, they may become insured as entrance into the Navy during the
early as the second quarter of first 10 days of January, 1955, as
1956.
compared to 55 applicants for the
Since earning of newly-covered J entire month of January, 1954. A
workers must be averaged from ! substantial increase in applica
the beginning of 1951, just like tions has also been noted in re
earnings of persons already in -cruiting stations in other cities
work covered by Social Security, throughout the area.
their four years of non-covered
Commander Nickerson said that
employment or self-employment [ every effort will be made to pro
would cut down their average ! cess applicants rapidly for the re
monthly earnings for figuring their mainder of the month so that they
benefit amount were it not for a may enter the Navy in time to
special provision in the amended qualify for benefits under the pre
law. This provision, known as the j sent ”G. I. Bill”. Men entering
“drop-out,” permits, the elimina the armed services after January
tion of the four years ot non-cov 31, 1955 will not be eligible for
ered employment.
The "drop these benefits.
out”, in effect, places the newlyThose desiring to apply before
covered groups in a position com the January 31 deadline should
parable to that of the groups that act in time to allow seven days
became newly covered in 1951. for processing. Commander Nick
with respect to the figuring of the ■ erson said. Men and women wish
benefit amount
ing to enter the Navy may con
Of special importance to per tact their nearest Navy Recruiting
sons already on tne ,uiiuauce
station for further information.
fit rolls is the provision affecting
People who talk freely about
the amount of earnings they are
permitted to have from work while their neighbors find themselves in
getting monthly benefit payment' a super-charged atmosphere.

Great Flood Of
Applicants For
G. I. Bill

Three Times a Week
Editor and Publisher. John M Richardson
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions *5. per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 5c. Circulation 6410.

EDITORIAL
WE RISE TO THE DEFENSE
We were one of the few newspapers in Maine that chose
to defend the Special Session of the Legislature held last
September.
We criticized some of the unwise tax repealing and
much of the senseless bickering permitted over unimportant
matters, but we solidly defended the expenditures made
which we then considered sound, and do at this moment.
This despite a charge in high places of short-sightedness
and downright irresponsibility made against the legislators
who participated in the, in some ways, unfortunate
session.
Expenditures amounting to roughly *1.980,000 were
made and we can see none of the expenditures that were- in
any sense of the word unwise, improper or irresponsible.
On two year expenditures:
Wages to State employees, long prom
ised and recommended officially
*625,000. *625,000.
To elderly teachers’ pensions, actually
below Social Security levels
77200 72,200.
Aid to disabled persons who were
practically destitute
124,695. 216432.
Added to Old Age Assistance
110.000. 126,000.
These two columns total the *1,980,000 which we feel
wisely spent.
Gov. Muskie would have had no choice but to have
spent these same monies in common justice and humanitarianism.
It must be admitted that Gov. Cross and the Legislature
jumped the gun by several months, but the fact remains
their action, classed by many as political skulduggery,
saved months of suffering and human misery for thousands
of unfortunate persons.

WE MAY WELL FEEL SECURE
Rockland stands in a rather remarkable position with
reference to its protective services as compared with other
cities of Maine.
At a meeting held only weeks ago Chief of Police Ber
nard Thompson of Rockland became president of the Maine
Law Enforcement Association, and is vice president of the
Maine Chief of Police Association, showing the high esteem
in which he is held by the law men of Maine. Sheriff P.
Willard Pease is secretary of the Maine Sheriff’s Asso
ciation, and like Chief Thompson, is in constant co-opera
tion with the Maine State Police in their various activities.
This week the Maine Fire Chief’s Association met in
Rockland with Chief Van Russell as host chief and the
Rockland Department serving as host department. Chief
Russell, a former president of the Association, has a skill
and superb training recognized by every chief and visiting
fireman as was evident throughout the day, as it was Dec.
12, two years ago when many of these men worked unquestioningly under Chief Russell’s command in a truly remark
able stop of a fire that could easily have assumed confla
gration dimensions under a less capable man.
Rockland may well feel safe when its protective ser
vices arc in the hands of men so skilled in the arts of de
fense as arc these men named.
A THINKING PEOPLE IS A SAFE PEOPLE

One of the most hopeful signs of the present day is the
statewide interest so sharply apparent in what is taking
place at the Legislative sessions at Augusta. Maine citizens
regardless of political affiliation, want to know the full story
of the doings at the State House. They want to know what
important measures are coming up for consideration—they
want to know who presents these bills and why they arc pre
sented. People universally are showing a most embarrassing
interest in this business of lobbying,- perfectly legal of
course, but who pays these lobbyists and the legal advis
ors the fat fees, and why?
People are becoming interested in who votes how on im
portant measures and there can be no question that the
day of pressuring through important legislation at the last
minute has ended.
The day of the smoke-filled, and some said, whiskey
odorous rooms at a famous hotel, where the real business
of the Legislature was once conducted, is very definitely
over, together with log-rolling and pork barrel agreements.
The lack of public interest and the shocking laxity of
the public information services in publishing all the details,
pleasant and unpleasant, of legislative activities is past,
due to the sharp and aggressive awakening of newspapers
and the newer agencies of television and radio.
The objective of dailies, weeklies, television and radio
is not to create sensational news stories, but far more se
rious and important. The aim is to truly awaken the public
mind to the vital importance to themselves of every Leg
islative step. The surest way to secure a wholly efficient
and scandal-free government for Maine is not to promote
partisanship, but to build a constant and militant interest
in the minds of Maine men and women, boys and girls in
the conduct of the Legislators at Augusta, and to induce
the sending to the Legislature the highest type men and
women who can be prevailed upon to serve.

held Tuesday evening, a pot luck
supper will be served at 6.30.

WALDOBORO

Mrs. Effie Gamage of New Har
bor is visiting her granddaughter,
Mrs. Marjorie lives.

MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Tel. Temple 2-9261

Mr. Robert S. Rippey

Mr. and Mrs. Claude Athcrn and
family of South Portland have been
guests of her mother, Mrs. Lillian
Vannah.
‘
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Sewall and
family have moved to Scarboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston
arc spending a few weeks in Flori
da.
Mrs. Mary Wood of Manchester,
Mass., has been an overnight
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Storcr.

Accountant, Auditor and Federal Income Tax Consultant,

the Miles Memorial Hospital in

ANNOUNCEMENT

Clarence Reed is a patient atj

Elroy Gross attended a meeting
in Augusta Tuesday.
Miss Marylin Monahan of Port
land spent the weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Reginald
Monahan.

Miss Muriel Walter has returned
to Newton, Mass.
Mrs. Henry lives was in Water
ville recently.

Mrs. Loring Crowell recently
spent the day with her grand
mother, Mrs. DeRosia in Wash
ington.

Damariscotta.

take* great pleasure in announcing that

Mr. and Mrs. Farrar of South
Bristol called on Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. Crowell Thursday.

Mr. David R. Branch
is now associated with him in his accounting business.
MR. BRANCH'S ADDRESS IS
18 Trim Street, Camden, Phone Camden 3079
MR. RIPPEY'S WINTER ADDRESS IS
118 Chestnut Street, Camden, Phone Camden 2355
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Vinalhaven Wildcats Take Off-Shore Championship

Mrs. Ethel Benner entertained
the Mending Club at her home
Thursday evening.

The Annual meeting of the Me
domak Fire Insurance Co. will be
held at Stahl’s Tavern January
15th (today) at 11 a. m.
A regular meet ng of Good Luck
Rebekah Lodge, No.

73,

will

be

turned son teamed up for a total of 23 A last period spurt by North Ha
Vinalhaven
Wildcats
back their island neighbors from points to nearly equal the visi ven narrowed the gap somewhat.
In the preliminary game, Shir
North Haven by a 33-25 count in a tors’ score of 25 by themselves.
ley Davis and Betsy Kehvick
Pete
Williams
carried
the
scoring
game played Wednesday night at
dropped in 33 and 23 points re
Vinalhaven. The two teams had burden for the losers as he spectively as Vinalhaven took a
met twice before during the sea dropped live field goals and two 68-46 decision. Carole Beverage
led the losers attack with 24
son, each winning one game and free throws for a total of 12.
The winners pulled ahead stead points.
the playoff was scheduled as an
ily during the first three periods
Vinalhaven (33)
extra game.
leading 19-10 at halftime and
Anderson, if, 6 (1); White, if;
Harold Anderson and Ira Peter-1 29-17 at the three-quarter mark. Martin, rf. 1; Ames, rf; Peterson.

HOOVER COMMITTEE BLUEPRINT
FOR SECOND REPORT IS
READY FOR PEOPLE

Rockport Girls
At Wiscasset
Basketball Clinic

The Second Hoover Commission,
now In the final stages of its study
of the Federal Government, has
just made a Progress Report to
Congress. Dated Dec. 31, 1954, this
report, signed by former President
Herbert Hoover, the chairman,
informed the Congress that within
the next few weeks the Commis
sion expects to submit to Congress
its recommendations based on re
ports submitted by seven of its
task forces. Other reports will fol
low as they are completed, studied
and Commission action taken. It
is the expectation of the Commis
sion that its work will be comple
ted by May 31, 1955, the date set
for the termination of *ts activ
ities.

An all-day girl’s basketball clin
ic was held last Saturday at the
Wiscasset gymnasium.

I

New England activities in the
campaign are headed by former
Massachusetts Governor Joseph
B. Ely. The New England Region
office of the Citizens Committee
for the Hoover Report at 73 Tre
mont Street. Boston, is in charge
of Edward A. Sherman who was
director of
the Massachusetts
Committee for the Hoover Report
in the 1949-1952 campagn in sup
port of the First Hoover Report.

Write or Telephone
1044 or 770

The Courier-Gazette

Eight schools were represented
with eight girls from each high
J school representing their team,

i

FOR Stif
Championship Bloodlines

READ THE ADS

ARC. Registered
• PRESCOTT ST.
TEX. 450-J
ROCKLAND

44*7

THF TIMFS '

c, 5; Thompson, c; Gilchrist, lg,
2; Polk, lg; Sutliffe, rg, 2; Con
way, rg.
North Haven (25)
Beverage, If, 3; Staples, rf; Wil
liams, c, 5 (2); MacDonald, lg,
(1); J. Brown, rg, 3.
Period scores:
Vinalhaven,
12 19 29 33
North Haven,
? 10 17 25
Officials: Anderson and Berndston.
dace Alexander and Sara Simon
ton.
They were accompanied by their
coach, Miss Constance Rhodenizcr,
Mrs. Alycc Alexander and Mrs.
Ivis Cripps and Mrs. Alice Simon
ton who furnished transportation.
In the afternoon teams were
made up of girls from the differ
ent High Schools. Helen Leland
played on the winning team.

Those attending from Rockport
A father may brag about how
were Helen Leland. Deanne Ar his children are like him in pub
thur, Sally and Dianne Anderson, lic—and then worry about it
Pat Upham, Pat Wentworth, Can secretly.

ESTATE VILORA M. HARDEN,
late of Rockland, deceased. First
To all persons interested in and Final Account presented for
either of the estates hereinafter allowance by Vivian L. Whittier,
named:
Executrix.
At a Probate Court held at
ESTATE JASPER B. DRINK
Rockland, in and for the County
of Knox, on the twenty-first day WATER, late of St. George, de
of December, in the year of our ceased. First and Final Account
Lord one thousand nine hundred presented for allowance by Lillian
and fifty-four and by adjourn E. Rackliffe, executrix.
ment from day to day from the
ESTATE ABBIE E. ALLEN,
twenty-first day of said Decem late of Rockland, deceased. First ber, The following matters having and Final Account presented for «
been presented for the action allowance by Christy C. Adams,
theieupon hereinafter indicated it executor.
is hereby ORDERED:
ESTATE ALICE A. BOWE, of
That notice thereof be given to
Second and Final
all persons interested, by causing Thomaston.
a copy of this order to be pub Account presented for allowance
lished three weeks successively In by Frank D. Elliot, Conservator.
ESTATE ISAAC B. SIMMONS,
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
published at Rockland, in said of Rockland. First and Final Ac
County, that they may appear at count presented for allowance by
a Probate Court to be held at said Mildred S. Richardson. Guardian.
Rockland on the eighteenth day
ESTATE HANNAH E. STAPLES,
of January. A. D. 1955 at ten late of Washington, deceased.
o’clock in the forenoon, and be First and Final Account presented
heard thereon if they see cause. for allowance by Addie O. VanANNIE F. SIMMONS, late of ner, administratrix.
Rockland, deceased.
W11 and
ESTATE SADA ROBBINS, late
Petition for Prohate thereof ask of Vinalhaven, deceased. First
ing that said will may be proved and Final Account presented for
and allowed and that Letters allowance by Hilma C. Webster,
Testamentary issue to F. Eaton executrix.
Simmons of Lynn, Mass., he being
ESTATE FLORENCE GROSS,
’he executor named therein, with late of Vinalhaven, deceased.
out bond.
First and Final Account presented
ISAAC B. SIMMONS, late of for allrwance by Vera G. Carver,
Rockland, deceased. Will and Pe administratrix.
tition for Probate thereof asking
ESTATE NELSON H. GARD
‘hat said will may be proved and NER, late of St. George, de
allowed and that Letters Testa ceased. First and Final Account
mentary issue to Mildred S. R ch- presented for allowance by Chris
ardson of Rockland, she being tine M. Gardner. Executr x.
the executrix named therein, with
ESTATE LUCY C. FARNS
out bond.
WORTH, late of Rockland, de
RAYMOND C. VINAL, late of ceased. First Account for per
Warren de-eased. Will and Codi petual care of cemetery lot, pre
cil and Petition for Probate there sented for allowance by Boston
of asking that said will and codi Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
cil may be proved and allowed Trustee.
and that Letters Testamentary
ESTATE LUCY C. FARNS
i=sue to Helen B. Overlock of
Warren, she being the executrix WORTH, late of Rockland, de
ceased. Tenth Account of estate
named therein, without bond.
in trust for uses and purposes set
ESTATE JULITTA F. WOOD forth in paragraph 26th of will and
MAN. late of Owls Head, de amended by second codicil, pref
ceased. Petition for Administra- sented for allowance by Boston
‘ion asking that Russell Woodman Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
of Owls Head, or some other suit- Trustee.
-ble person be appointed admin
ESTATE LEDA MACY UN
istrator, without bond.
DERHILL. late of Owls Head, de
ESTATE CHARLES GOOGINS. ceased. Third intermediate ac
late of St. George, deceased. Peti
count presented for allowance by
tion for Administration asking Eliot Underhill, surviving trustee.
that
Celeste Googins
of St.
ESTATE ARMAS IVARI JOHN
George, or some other suitable
person, be appointed administra SON, late of Rockland, deceased.
First
and Final Account presented
trix, with bond.
for allowance by Frank F. Hard
FRT’A.TF ETHEL J. DAY. late
ing, Public Admr. d.b.n.
of Friendship, deceased. Petition
ESTATE
ANTONIO
ANASfor Administration asking that
Edith L. Neal of Friendship, or TASIO, late of Camden, deceased.
First
and
Final
Account
presented
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed administratrix, without for allowance by Frank F. Hard
ing. Public Admr. d.b.n.
bond.
ESTATE BENJAMIN PAYSON,
ESTATE CYNTHIA L. DE
LANO. late of Warren, deceased. late of Rockland, deceased. Fin
Petition for Administration asking and Final Account presented fo
that Walter A. Delano of Warren, allowance by Frank F. Hardin;
or some other suitable person, bo Public Admr. d.b.n.
appointed administrator, without
ESTATE EZRA BARROWS, lat
bond.
of Camden, deceased. First an
ESTATE SUSAN KEIZER, late Final Ac-ount presented for al
of Rockland, deceased. Petition lowance by Frank F. Hardin;
for Administration asking that Public Admr. d.b.n.
Nellie W. Jameson of Melrose.
ESTATE SAM SALVO, late (
Mass., or some other suitable Camden, _ deceased.
First an
person, be appointed administra Final Account presented for a
trix. without bond.
'owance by Frank F. Hardin;
ESTATE CHARLES M. HEATH, Public Admr.
late of Camden, deceased. Peti
ESTATE WILMOT R. SHIBLES
tion for Administration asking late of Rockland, deceased. Fin
that Henry C. Bryant of Camden, and Final Account presented fc
or some other suitable person, be allowance by Lloyd M. Richan
appointed administrator, without son, Executor.
bond.
WITNESS, HARRY E. WH
ESTATE GERTRUDE
ROB BUR, Esquire. Judge of Probat
BINS of V'nalhaven. Petition for Court for Knox County, Rocklant
License to Sell certain real estate Maina.-Attest
situated in Vinalhaven and fully
WTLLIS R. VINAL, Register.
described in said petition, pre
sented by C. E. MUea, Guardian.

LEGAL NOTICES
j STATE OF MAINE

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette j
I
LEGAL NOTICES
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
I, WILLIS R. VLNAL, Register
of Probate for the county of Knox
in the State of Maine, hereby
certify that in the following es
tates the persons were appointed
Fourteeen important areas of administrators, executors, guar
government have been the subject dians and conservators and on the
of inquiry by the Commission, dates hereinafter named.
whose objectives was Well de
THERESA L. LINKER, late of
December
scribed by Herbert Hoover when Rockland, deceased.
he said, "The major purpose of 2, 1954 Doris T. Lindquist of
Rockland was appointed adminis
the Commission is to find ways of tratrix, C.T.A. and qualified by
saving money for the taxpayers.” filing bond on December 17, 1954.
WILLIAM MARSHALL MORE,
The task forces, committees and
sub-committees set up by the Com late of Camden, deceased. De
cember 21, 1954 Morgan Campbell
mission to carry on the investiga Elmer of Camden was appointed
tive phases of its activities are as executor, without bond.
follows: Budget and Accounting,
HATTIE B. CREIGHTON, late
Intelligence Activities, Legal Ser of Thomaston, deceased. Decem
vices and Procedures, Lending ber 21. 1954 Maynard Creighton
of Thomaston
was appointed
Agencies, Medical Services, Over executor and qualified by filing
seas Economic Operations, Paper bond on same date. Alan L. Bird
work Management, Procurement, of Rockland was appointed Agent
Real Property, Subsistence Serv in Maine, for executor now in
Florida.
ices, Use and Disposal of Surplus
HARRIET B. LONG, late of
Property, Water Resources and Tenants Harbor, deceased. De
Power, Committee on Business cember 21, 1954 Whitney Long
Organization of the Department Wheeler of Augusta was appoint
ed executor and qualified by filing
of Detense, Sub-committee on
bond on same date.
Business Enterprises in the De
MATTIE B. CAMPBELL, late
partment of Defense, Sub-commit of Thomaston, deceased. Decem
tee on Research Activities in the ber 21, 1954 Mary C. Crie of
Department of Defense, Sub-com Thomaston was appointed execu
trix, without bond.
mittee on Special Personnel Prob
JOSEPHINE SHUMAN, late of
lems in the Department of De Cushing, deceased. December 21.
fense, Sub-committee on Transpor 1954 Eva I. Carle of Cushing was
tation Activities in the Department appointed executrix, without bond.
CARRIE M. WINCHENBAUGH.
of Defense, and Sub-committee on
late of Rockland, deceased. De
Depot Utilization.
cember 21, 1954 Benedict C. WinPublic support for the recom chenbaugh of Camden was ap
mendations of the forth-coming pointed executor, without bond.
Second Hoover Report is being or
CHARLES E. HILL, late of
ganized from coast to coast by the South Thomaston, deceased. De
Citizens Committee for the Hoov cember 21, 1954 Helen H. Hill of
South Thomaston was appointed
er Report. Encouraged by the un administratrix, without bond.
precedented record of the First
ARCHIBALD F. GREEN, late
Hoover Report—over 70 Per cent of Camden, deceased. December
of its recommendations adopted- 21. 1954 A. Lula Green of Camden
executrix, and
voluntary bipartisan groups are was appointed
qualified by filing bond on De
being organized in each State, cember 23, 1954.
building up a grass-roots demand
DAISEY S. BIRD, late of Union,
for better government at a better deceased.
September 21, 1954.
price through the adoption of this Sidney M Bird of Reading. Mass.,
latest Hoover blueprint for Fed was appointed administrator, c.t.a.
and qualified by tiling bond on
eral reorganization:
December 28. 1954. Jerome C.
Burrows of Rockland was ap
pointed Agent in Maine.
"DEMBRO" KENNELS
CLARENCE M. PAYSON, late
of Union, deceased.
December
ANNOUNCES
21, 1954 Merton E. Payson of
Union was appointed Admin strafa? .ft'
tor, and qualified by filing bond
on same date.
ZUINGLIUS C. GURNEY, late
of Appleton, deceased. December
21, 1954, Edith W. Gurney of Ap
pleton was appointed Administra
trix, and qualified by filing bond
on December 22, 1954.
GERTRUDE ROBBINS of Vi
nalhaven.
December 21, 1954
Clarence E. Miles of Vinalhaven
was appointed guardian and quali
fied by filing bond on same date.
"Duke”
Attest:
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.
l-S-7

BOXER PUPPIES

SOCIAL ITfcMS
APPRECIATED

Photo by Kelley
the current season and has lost only two contests to date. From left
to right are Neal Sutliffe, Harold Anderson, Ira Peterson, Byley
Martin, Mae Gilchrist and Coach Tamush.

The varsity combination for the Vinalhaven Wildcats is shown
getting some instruction from Coach Tony Tamush before the en
counter with the Rockland High School junior varsity Friday. The
Island squad has shown more strength than was expected during

f

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events
IBoclal and community evenu
are solicited (or this calendar All
are free and space here canaot be
purchased
Strictly
commercia
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
oot be accepted
The decision o'
the editor Is final !

Jan. 3-31 — Knox County Polio
Drive.
Jan. 18—"Maine Promotion Pag
eant" at Augusta.
Jan. 18—Rebekah Meeting, Odd
Fellows Hall, 6.15.
Jan. 19 — Rockland Teachers’
Asso.,
Farnsworth
Museum.
7.30 p. m.
Jan. 20—Theta Rho Girls’ Club at
Odd Fellows Hall, 7 o’clock
Jan. 20—Rockland Emblem Club
at Elks Home, 8 p. m.
Jan. 21 — Woman’s Educational
Club meets at Farnsworth Mu
seum. 3 p. m.
Jan. 22—"Let’s Fly To Paris,”
Watts Hall, Thomaston, aus
pices Federated Church.
Feb. 7—Rockland High School
P.T.A. at High School, 7 30 p.m.
Feb. 21-22—Knox County Fish and
Game Association, Community
Building.
April 4-7—Farm and Home Week
University of Maine, Orono.

It was announced Thursday that
Ihe Knox County Camera Club
will hold a “swap session” at the
meeting of the club scheduled for
Tuesday. The meeting is to be
held at 7.30 at the Carroll Berry
studio, Rockport. Members are
asked to bring equipment for which
they no longer have use and which
they would like to swap or sell. The
swap session will provide a good
opportunity to pick up equipment
at a reasonable price. The club
announcement stated that inter
ested guests were invited to attend
the meeting.

SURVEY OF THOMASTON FIRE
TRUCK GARAGE SPACE, NEW FIRE
SIGNALS AND TOWN TRUCK HEARD
At the Thomaston budget and
planning committee Monday night,
reports from a previously appoint
ed committee were given regard
ing the possibility of more usable
space for fire trucks at the
Thomaston Garage.
A discussion was also held on
the problem of a new fire system
which will be necessary when the
dial system telephone service is

installed.
Bids were opened this week on
the purchase of a new town truck
with Waldoboro Garage as lowest
bidder. The truck, which has been
in use for the past several years,
was replaced with a Ford.
Authority was also given, and
the purchase made, of a surplus
four wheel drive army truck to be
used in plowing snow.

St. Peter's Church
Annual Meeting
Held Thursday

?resident's Prodanation Vital To
Korean G. I.'s

Rockland firemen answered a
call early Thursday morning to
find that the services of a me
The annual parish meeting c
chanic rather than that of a fire St.
Peter’s Church was
hel
man were needed. The department
Thursday night, preceded by a
was called to the corner of Park
and Union streets, where it was supper under the chairmanship o
thought that a car was on fire. In Rudolph Gilley and Raymond An
vestigation showed no fire but a dersen.
Following is the result of the
lot of smoke from the engine of
the vehicle which was being oper election of officers: Senior War
ated without any oil. It was report den Emeritus, Robert House; sen
ed that the engine of the car was ior warden, Richard Spring; jun
ior warden, Rudolph Gilley; clerk,
Almon Cooper, Rockland dra ruined.
I Christy Adams, treasurer, Rich
matics director, has been invited
Thomaston Girl Scouts will con ard Spring.
by the New England Council to
The vestry’s composed of Milspeak to a group on the subject of duct a card party Jan. 25 at 7.30
ton Rollins, Jr., Dr. Gilmore Soule,
p.
m.
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Doug

little theatre work in Maine, in
las Brooks, Knox street, Thom Raymond Andersen, Charles Rob
Boston on Feb. 20.
ertson, George Avery and James
aston.
Economy.
The name of Roland G. Ware of

Rockland was omitted from a list
Those wishing assistance with
of directors of the Rockland Loan income tax returns will receive
& Building Association in Thurs same at the Internal Revenue
day’s edition by error.
Office in the Post Office Building
Jan. 25 through the 31st, and Feb.
Members of Winslow-Holbrook- 24 through April 15. The office
Merritt Post American Legion are hours will be 8 to 12 and 1 to 5.
circulating petitions for a refer
endum on a state bonus for veter
Rockland firemen were called to
ans of World War 2 and the Ko the area near the Legion Home
rean War. More than 225 signa on Maverick street Thursday eve
tures have been obtained by Adju ning. The fire proved to be one
tant John Breen of the Post. The which had been built by children
movement is statewide and the pe to light a skating pond they were
titions will be presented to legisla using and no damage was re
ture this term. The petition pro ported.
poses to pay $100 to veterans, both
men and women, with six months
The business men’s group which
to one year service in this coun started a badminton club last
try. The sum of $150 is asked for week reports that this week's at
U. S. service of over one year and tendance at the Community Build
$200 for foreign service. Maine is ing was
up to eight with
the only state in New England several
more
indicating
an
which has not paid a bonus to vet
interest in the club.
It was
erans, Breen stated.
decided to meet on Thursday eve
Firemen were called to the nings at 7.30 with the hope that
home of A. W. Foss at 11 Beech as word gets around about the
Street early Thursday afternoon meeting time, more will attend
when an oil burner became flood
ed. The fire was confined to the
burner and no damage resulted.

BORN

Stinson—At Armstrong Private
Hospital, Camden. Jan. 10, to
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Stinson of
Two children were treated at Glen Cove
(formerly Marion
the Knox County General Hospital Lane), a son—Walter William.
Thursday for accidents received
DIED
while at play. Dorothy Anderson,
Jobin—At Boston, Jan. 8. Theo
seven year old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Anderson of 210 dore Jobin, summer resident of
Dutch Neck.
Talbot Avenue,
Rockland was
treated for lacerations of the fore
IN MEMORIAM
head. The injury was received
In loving memory of Grace E.
while the child was at play on a Freeman, who passed away Jan.
school playground. She was treat 16. 1952.
Always a silent heartache
ed by Dr. Wesley Wasgatt and re
Many a silent tear;
leased. Janet Simmons, 12, of But always a beautiful memory
Of
one we hold so dear.
Friendship, was treated for a frac
ture of the right ankle which she God gave us the strength to bear
it,
received while skating. The child,
And courage to bear the blow;
who is the daughter of Mr. and But what it meant to lose her
Mrs. Myron Simmons, was treated
No one will ever know.
Husband, children and sister.
by Dr. Howard Apollonio and re
7*lt
leased.
card of thanks
Full Gospel Services, now being
We wish to express our appre
held at West Washington Church ciation of the many acts of kind
every Saturday night.
6*7 ness and the expressions of sym
pathy received during the illness
At the Edward Gonia Store, and death of our beloved mother.
We especially wish to thank Dr.
Rockland, through month of Jan.,
Irving Tuttle, the Rev. Carl Small
drastic reduction of all Wallpa and the attendants at the Russell
pers.
5tf Funeral Home.
The family of Lottie Crockett,
West Rockport.
7-lt
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That Generations

to Come may

BURPEE
;
Funeral Home Z

Remember

’ BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop. _

64?

Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE

•

TEL. 390
110 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

g.flinoiiiiaii-aj'Sicac': ■ i ,Ot*W

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

CARL M. STILPHEN

p&ligious freedom
is the keynote of Ameri

can Liberty. We should
generously support our

churches.

v choosing a family monu
ment, your choice is not
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your descendants.

The man who plays most on his
wife's sympathies usually has the
least knowledge of music.

I

CALL 1371-for Heat Packed
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

MARITIME OIL CO.
14-tf

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

TeL CRestwd 3-298'
TeL 2151

Knsx-Unoatn-Walda

CmbUm

Duvisfumitons
I

or

J

k OO. .1 k«t
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John M Richardson
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There was explained this we’k

effect that a Presidential
Proclamation ending eligibility
for certain Post Korea veterans’
ben'fits, will have on the Korean
GI Bill Education and Training
Program. The Proclamation sets
Jan. 31. 1955 as the last day of
the Korean emergency for pur
poses of acquiring eligibility for
certain GI benefits, including
Korean GI bill training. Those
who enter the armed forces after
Jan. 31, will not be entitled to
education or training under the
Korean GI bill when they are dis
charged or released. Those who
entT service before Jan. 31 will
build up entitlement for Korean
GI training only up to and in
cluding Jan. 31. Under present
law, they will not accumulate
training entitlement for service
after Jan. 31.
Entitlement is
computed on the basis of one and
one-half times the length of mili
tary service up to and including
Jan. 31.
For example, a man who en
tered service Dec. 1, 1954, would
receive GI training entitlement
only for the period between Dec.
1, 1954 and Jan. 31, 1955—about
three months of schooling. Un
der present law, those who en
ter . ervice this month will be en
titled to still less GI tra.ning—
only a few Weeks at most. But
before any veteran can qualify
for GI training after discharge,
he must meet two other require
ments of the law. He must have
been separated from service un
der other-than-dishonorable con
ditions with at least 90 days of
active duty, unless discharged
sooner for a disability incurred in
line of duty. Not all the 90 days
need be before Jan. 31; any part
of it could come afterwards. PostKorea veterans already out of
service are not affected by the
Jan.
31
end-of-the-emergencyperiod, so far as starting Korean
GI bill training is concerned.
Under the law, they still must
start their courses with.n three
years after discharge or release
from active duty. This applies to
all eligible veterans. But the date
does have a bearing on the ending
of the entire Korean GI training
program. The law states that all
training must be ended eight
years after the termination of the
emergency period, or eight years
after a veteran leaves the service
whichever 1b earlier. The eightyears-from-end-of-emergency date
♦he final date of the GI pro
gram—now has been set as Janu
ary 31, 1963.
The President’s Proclamation
•tlso affects Public Law 894, a vo
cational
rehabilitation
training
program for veterans disabled in
service since the outbreak of
Korean hostilities. Veterans dis
abled on or before Jan. 31, 1955,
may be eligible for training, pro
vided they need it to overcome
the handicap of their disability.
But veterans disabled after Jan.
31 will not be eligible for the vo
cational training benefit. As a re
sult of the Proclamation, the end
of the vocational rehabil tation
program for eligible Post-Korea
veterans will be Jan. 31, 1964, or
nine
years
after
release
from active service, whichever is
earlier. No training may be pro
vided beyond those dates except
for certain hardship cases which,
under the law, are granted an ad
ditional four years in which to
train.

Alumni Gave
$32,COO,CCC To
Colleges In 1953

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

the

PERFECTION Parlor Heater
Some people are such liars it is
for sale, complete with copper
tubing, oil barrel, stove p pe. Very* impossible to believe the half of
good condition. TEL. 1524.
7*9 what you see them doing.

LADY ASSISTANT

24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701

According to Whitney L. Wheel
er, District Director, Augusta Dis
trict Internal Revenue Service, re
cent inquiries at Internal Revenue
Service offices indicate that many
taxpayers are in doubt about the
regulations governing the filling of
their "Declaration of Estimated
Tax”. •
To clarify the most common
questions concerning the “Declar
ation of Estimated Tax” Mr.
Wheeler offers the following infor
mation:
Individuals, other than farmers,
who have met the requirements
for filing a "Declaration of Esti
mated Tax” on 1954 income have
until January 17, 1955 (because
January 15 is a Saturday, he has
until Monday, the next business
day) to pay the last installment of
1954 estimated tax. January 17,
1955 is also the last date for filing
a 1954 Calendar Year "Income
Tax Return” and paying In full
the balance of tax due thereon, in
order to have it considered an
Amended Declaration of Estimated
income tax.
Farmers who have to file a “Dec
laration of Estimated Tax” on
1954 income have until January
17. 1955 in which to file their ori
ginal declaration. However, far
mers may file a 1954 Calendar
Year "Income Tax Return” and
pay in full the balance of tax due
thereon ,on or before January
31, 1955. to avoid the necessity of
filing any declaration. Farmers,
like other individuals, can also
file their declaration and pay their
estimated tax in full not later
than January 17, 1956, and wait
until April 15,1955 to file "Income
Tax Return”.
Individuals, other than farmers
who are required by law to file
"Declaration of Estimated Tax”
for calendar year 1955 must file
Form 1040-ES on or before April 15,
1955 and make payment of not less
than one-quarter of the estimated
tax.
Farmers having at least twothirds of their gross Income from
farming for calendar year 1955
may file their original “Declara
tion of Estimated Tax” and pay the
estimated tax in full, on or before
February 15. 1956.
The District Director further
emphasized that if an individual
who is required by law to make
Estimated Tax returns and pay
ments, fails to do so, he is sub
ject to a penalty.
Some men are willing to patch
up a quarrel, providing they are
allowed to pick the patch.

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
1-tfl

Income Tax Infor
mation A Must
"Read Today'J!
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At later incarnation of steamer Star of The Ea 4. This is the old ship as Greenport on the Hudson.
After leaving the Kennebec the Star of the East, rebuilt, sailed out of Rockland as Sagadahoc under
Eastern ownership.

MRS. JOHN C. WHCRFF OF BATH
WRITES CAPT. SCOn CONCERNING
THE CELEBRATED KENNEBEC RIVER
STAR OF THE EAST
Dear Steamboat Editor: —

ership and assume any liability
Through my good friend, Elwin for the hulk, and she was offi
M. Eldredge of Clermont, N. Y., cially struck off the Canadian
Allie Ryan of Brooksville, Maine, register in 1943, and so ended her
and by writing to Kaye Lamb, day. The St. Andrews was a fine
steamer in her day. Her hull
Dominion Archivist, of Ottawa,
was exceptionally strong and
Can., I hope I have cleared up the
somewhat on the model of the
the mystery of the final end of
the SS. St. Andrews which used “Mineola.” The most outstand
to run from Eastport to Calais, ing thing about her was her tall
smokestack which made her look
Maine.
out of balance, but she was really
The St. Andrews was built at
a fine boat.
South Portland in 1901 for the old
I was really pleased to see 'he
Frontier
Steamboat Company,
interesting article in The Cou
and named the “Henry F. Eaton.”
rier-Gazette, of Jan. 1, written by
She was of 246 gross tons, length
Capt. J. E. Kinney. Capt. Kinney
113.6 ft. width, 27.2 ft. depth, 8.9
was a very capable man afloat
ft. Her engines were of 300 horse
and his responsibilities ashore
power.
well fitted him to write just such
The Frontier Steamboat Com
an article. It is a wonderful rec
pany operated her to Calais until
ord of the past and no one could
1914, when they started a bus line
write it better, and I trust we will
on this route and discontinued
see more of his interesting articles
their Frontier Steamboat Line.
in, "Steamboat Yarns of Ships
She was then purchased by *he
and Men.”
Eastern Steamship Lines and re
Very Sincerely,
named, St. Andrews. The East-1
(Capt.) Walter Scott.
ern ran her on this route until
* » • •
1922, when in October of that year
To
Mrs.
Hazel
M. Whorff,
they sold her to William M. Mills
of New York, who, in turn, prior Bath, Maine.
I was pleased to get your nice
to June 30, 1925, sold her to the
Coastal Steamship Co., Ltd., of letter, with reference to the
Sydney, N. S. Her official Can “Star Of The East.” I will say,
adian number was No. 153351. at the close of the Civil War. the
Steamboat Company
They rc-named her the “ 'Bras Kennebec
d'Or.” Kaye Lamb, of the public was organized at Bath and Gardi
Archives of Canada, advises me ner, and in 1886 they had the
that, in July 1941, a Department "Star Of The East” built by John
Transport official of Dartmouth, Englis in New York. She was of
N. S., reported to Ottawa that 1413 gross tons, 244 feet in length,
she was lying partly submerged and 35 feet beam, she was
alongside the Government Pier at equipped with a vertical beam
New Campbellton, Cape Breton, engine of 700 horsepower, and was
and that she had been in that po commanded by Capt. Jason Col
sition for a year or more. Her lins. She was so large she could
active days must have ended in not pass through the draw bridge
at Gardiner, so she made Gardi
1939.
When the department investi ner the end of her route, but the
gated however, they found it dif "Eastern Queen” that ran at the
ficult to make anyone admit own same time went as far as Hallo-

well.
In the year 1867 an opposition
line developed. Spear, Lang, and
Delano of Boston bought from the
Government the steamers, "Dan
iel Webstc”,” and "Eastern City,”
the new owners placed these
steamers on the Kennebec Line in
opposition to the “Star of the
East,” but after two years this
new firm failed and both the
“Daniel Webster” and the East
ern City were sold.
After this the Kennebec Steam
boat Company had no opposition.
In 1889 the Steamer “Kennebec”
was built, and put in service on
this line. As soon as the “Kenne
bec” was put in service on this
line, the “Star of the East” was
hauled off and rebuilt somewhat
and renamed the "Sagadahoc”
and continued to run on that line
for many years
The "bagadahoc” you remem
ber so well was really the old,
“Star of the East.” Perhaps the
piece of wood you have, may have
come from the "Star of the East”
when she was renovated. As to
the Stateroom Tag, with Bath
1147, and J. Robbins in small let
ters at the top, also the word
Boston, this was so in case some
one forgot to hand this tag to the
purser on leaving the ship, they
could forward it to the man’s
name on the tag, which was a
company official.
In case you do not already have
one, I suggest you send for the
book, "Steamboat Lore of the Pe
nobscot,” by John M. Richard
son, this book is a complete his
tory of all our Steamboats since
the Civil War, beautifully illustrat
ed, lt is the most priceless book in
my library. It contains pictures
of the “Star of the East”
and all boats up to the close of
the steamboat era. You can get
this book by writing to John M.
Richardson. Rockland. Maine.
Thanking you again for your
nice letter, and I trust the infor
mation I have given you is satis
factory.
I remain, very truly yeurs,
Capt. Walter E. Scott.

wife, Lilia, lives at 18 Hudson
street, Augusta, recently arrived
at Fort Eustis, Va., for duty with
the 61st Transportation Medium
Truck Company. Corporal Nicho
las, in the Army since 1945, served
with the 354th Engineer Battalion
in Germany for 19 months.
• • • •

Alumni funds are steadily as
suming greater importance in the
financing of private colleges, said
Dr. Charles F. Phillips. Presi
dent of Bates College. Lewiston,
He spoke this evening before Bates
College alumni in Washington area.
“The increase in 'he tax bur
den,” said Dr. Phillips, "has
made it less possible lor the pri
vate college to rely on the gener
osity of a small group of donors.
In no small measure their earlier
large gifts have been replaced by
many small gifts made annually
through college alumn. funds.”
Gifts from alumni funds have
steadily increased since the first
fund was established by Yale in
1890. While 1954 ligures are not yet
available, Dr. Phillips said alum
ni fund gifts reported by 302 col
leges for 1953 exceeded $16 mil
lion. In addition, another $16 mil
lion was given directly to these
colleges by their alumni, without
going through the various alumni
funds.
“Th s $32 million contributed by
college alumni." concluded Dr
Phillips, “is evidence that those
who have benefited from a college
education want to see similar op
portunities granted to young men
and young women of tomorrow.

Municipal Court
Jenness R. Gordon, 17. of Union .
pleaded guilty in Municipal Court
Thursday morning to a charge of
operating a car equipped With in
adequate brakes The Union youth
paid a fine of $10. on the charge
which was brought by Rockland
police as the result of an accident
at the corner of Union and Elm
streets Wednesday evening.
The car wh ch police report was
driven by Gordon struck a car
operated by Norman R. Maclnnis of Melrose, Mass
Damage
estimated at $200 was done to the
Maclnnis vehicle.
• • • •
Thaxter Scdgewick of 18 Trini
ty Street, Rockland, pleaded nol
guilty to a chaige of operating a
motor vehicle on Jan. 13, after
his licence had been revoked. He
was found not guilty when it was
found that on the date mentioned in
the warrent the car he was alleged
to be operating was being towed.
• • • •
Roy Louder ot South Main Street
Rockland pleaded guilty in Muni
cipal Court Thursday morning to a
charge of having failed to present
for registration a deer which hi
had killed on Nov. 2. He paid a
fine of $25 on the charge and court
costs of $3.70.
....
Barbara Nickerson of 7 Kell}
Lane, Rockland pleaded guilty to
a charge of having presented for
registration a deer which she had
not killed herself and paid court
costs of $3.70 on the charge. The
complaint in both cast s was made
by Inland F.sh and Game Warden
Winifield Gordon.
• • • •
Phillip M. Pease of Warren al
so pleaded guilty to a charge of
failing to present for registration
a deer which he killed He paid
a fine of $25. and costs of $3.70 on
the charge. The offense was re
ported to have taken place on Nov

serving in Japan with the 8056th
Army Unit at the Yokohama En
gineer Depot. Sergeant Babine,
an engineer supply specialist in
the unit's Detachment C, arrived
overseas in February, 1954. The
sergeant, a veteran of 11 years of
Army service, was last stationed 5.
• « • •
In Korea with the Korean Civil
Ernestine Pease of Warren plead
Cpl. Edward F. Mosher recent Assistance Command.
ed guilty to a charge of present
• • • •
ly returned to Fort Carson, Colo.,
ing a deer for registration which
after spending the holidays with
Leroy M. James, son of Mr.
she had not shot herself and paid
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl and Mrs. Walter James, 3 Drum
court costs of $3.70 on the charge.
Mosher, James street.
mond street, Bath, recently was
Complainant in the two cases was
« * * ♦
promoted to sergeant, first class,
Airman 3d class, Janet Stew while serving with VII Corps in Inland Fish and Game Warden
art, who has been spending a Germany. James, administrative Walter Bissett.
week's leave with her parents. non-commissioned officer in the
Opportunity has been known to
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Stewart at inspector general section at corps
■fc,
:
’
Owls Head, has returned to the headquarters, entered the Army meet a man half-way, but sel
following address; 2044 AACS in 1946 and was stationed at Camp dom travels in a jet plane.
*
Sqdn. Nebraska Hall, Box 136, Edwards, Mass., before arriving
The woman who knows her hus
Fort Myer, South area, Arlington, overseas in November, 1952.
Uf - w'
band like a book is seldom satis
8. Va.
fied with the knowledge.
• • • •
Most every man works on the
Pvt. George M. Myers, whose theory that he is a good loser, but
Most women would rather fol
wife, Euretta, lives on New few want to put it to the test.
low their Intuition and be wrong,
County road, Rockland, recently
Pvt. Paul W. Anderson. 20, son
than use reason and be right.
arrived for duty at the Alaska
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Powell
General Depot. Soldiers stationed
Jr., St. George, recently arrived
in the Alaskan territory undergo
on Okinawa for duty with the
rigorous training for cold weather
98th Military Police Battalion. A
Donaldson's Paper Store
combat while guarding the north
strong U. S. outpost in the Far
ern approaches to the United
THOMASTON
East, Okinawa is located off the
States. Son of Mr. and Mrs. Au
coast of China between Formosa
gustus Myers, Bangor, Maine, he
ft
Saturday, Jan. 15,
and the southern tip of Japan.
entered the Army in July, 1954
Private Anderson, last stationed
and was last stationed at the At
1.30 P. M.
at Fort Dix, N. J., is now a pa
lanta (Ga.) General Depot.
trolman with the battalion’s Com
• • • •
Sponsored By
pany A.
Before entering the
l_FSr
M/Sgt. John E. Babine, son of
Army in September, 1954. he
General Knox Chapter D.AJL
Mr. and Mrs. Eleazer Babine,
I-.l
graduated from St. George High
Route 1, West Bath, Maine, is
School and was a commercial
Treat Your Home To
fisherman.
Top Performance
....
Sharp, clear TV images; staticKilton T. Osier, son of Mr. and
NOTICE
free radio reception . . . these
Mrs. Carroll P. Osier. New Har
watching and list- nine pleasures
are yours when von rely on us
bor, enlisted in the U. S. Coast
for prompt, eflicient service
Guard for four years at the Coast
and repairs.
Guard Recruiting Office in the
WILL BE
Hallowell Post Office, Tuesday.
Jan. 4. Osier was graduated from
Bristol High School. Pemaquid. in
1964. He left immediately for 12
For Repairs Closing January 15th
SALES and SERVICE
weeks of basic training at Cape
125 MAIN ST.
TEL. IS1
May, N. J.
And Re-opening January 31
THOMASTON
• • • •
131-8-tl
7-lt

Service Notes

7K

Cooked Food Sale

SERVICE

'I

CAMDEN HOME BAKERY

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 72 YEARS
PHONE THOMASTON 175

Closed Two Weeks

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine
34-S-tf

Cpl. Dennis J. Nicholas, whose

Richards
Radio Television

Rockland Courier-Gcnetfe, Saturday, January 15,1955
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOB SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
dwtuanenu Id this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
,nc* lot SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines It
«nu each tor each line, hall price each additional time used
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice!
All “blind ads' so ealled. t. e-, advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
ifflce for handling, cost 25 cents additional
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results
rbose with phene or street number only are not advised
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
vo classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
seeping will be maintained for these ads
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
so received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
aeeoents wftfc The Courier-Gazette Count the Words—Five to a

: ns*-

Use

FOR SALE
WE are altering our mill and
store and have available, at bar
gain prices, the following equip’t.
in good condition for sale: Evans
Oil Burning Heater 82470 B.T.U.,
275 Gal. Tank, Copper Tubing and
Duct, complete. $165; Morgan
Wood Kitchen Cabinets, 9 pieces,
used as store samples, selling at
original price, now $150. Dis
play islands, 2 ft.x4t4 ft., % inch
plywood, 4 shelves. $35.
Two
shelves. $30. SUTTON SUPPLY,
INC., Bay View St., Camden,
Maine.
_____
7-9
HOT Water Heaters for sale,
also Farm and Home Freezers,
Water Systems, Separators, Milk
ing Machines, Brooms, Shovels
and complete new and used Farm
Equipment. W. S. PILLSBURY
& SON, College avenue, Water
ville, Maine. Tel 613.
7-S-10
VeneHauBlInds-WlndowShades

Made To Fit Your Windows
All Styles and Colors
Free Estimates—Call
Tel. 939
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.,
879-589 Main St.,
Rockland. Me.
_______
136-S-tf
SNOW Plough and Power Hoist
for sale. Both fit a Willis-Jeep.
TEL. 813-W2 after 6.30 p. m.
6*8
SECOND hand Ice Skates, Skis,
Winter Clothes, Shoes and other
Items for sale.
You never know
what you can And in UPTON’S
THRIFT SHOP, 39 Union St.,
Camden. Open daily 10 a. m. to
8 p. m.; Sunday 2 to 8 p. m. Why
don't you tell us what you like to
sell? We also repair clothes for
you.
6*8
AT a rare bargain, a full set
of Britannica Encyclopedia. 24
volumes, new, will be sold at
once. Ideal for home or school
library.
Several answers re
ceived to this advertisement have
been lost. May we respectfully
ask those who wrote concerning
these books to write again. Write
"BOOKS” care The Courier-Ga
zette.
7*12
MAGEE White Enamel Range
with oil burners for sale, $20; 14
KNOTT STREET.
5*7
BRAND New 9x15 Rose Beige
Broadloom Rug for sale, also rub
ber lock pad, $135. VIRGINIA
BIRD. Tel. 785-R.
5*7
ELECTRICAL SERVICE

and
O. E. APPLIANCES
R. F. BLAISDELL and Co., Li

censed
Maine.

Electrician,
Rockport.
Tel. Camden 582.
5tf

DRESSED POULTRY

All poultry sold at oven ready
wgt. at reduced prices. Caponettes 6-7 lbs., Chic., 4 lb. average.
Hens, 4-5 lb. Free delivery of
poultry and eggs every Friday in
Thomaston and Rockland. JAMES
E. KINNEY, Tel. Warren, CRest
wood 3-2404.
5*10
CEDAR Fence Posts for sale, j
8 feet long, 12 and 15 cents apiece, !
according to size.
KENNETH ?
SMITH, Northport. Tel. Belfast
7aa-M4.
5*7
CADILLAC ( 1950) Convertible
for sale. TEL. Tenant's Harbor
46-11.
4*11
QUALITY ALUMINUM WIN
DOWS AND DOORS: estimates
without obligation, no down pay
ment.
First payment in the
spring. Up to 36 months to pay.
HOWARD
KENNISTON.
Tel.
Rockland 441-J._______ 3tf
WINKLER L.P. Oil Burners,
Furnaces. Boilers and Am. Stand
ard Fixtures for sale. M. PEAR
SON JEWETT. Plumbing and
Heating. Tel. 1618.
ltf
PIPE FOR SAI.E
Black and galvanized.
All
sizes, low prices.
BICKNELL
MFG. CO,, Lime St.
22tf
IS your home ready for win
ter? Rock Wool attic Insulation
by the Johns Mansville Co., will
eliminate drafts and colds. Re
duces beat loss.
The cost is
small. No cash down and low
monthly payments.
Phone 1503
or see me in person. E. TOM
LONG, 113 Camden street, Rockland.________ _______________ 144tf
PREPARE for winter with the
Famous
Burrowes
Aluminum
Combination Storm Windows and
Screens.
No rust, no sticking,
no drafts, three-track, self-stor
ing. Reasonably priced, no down
payment—3 years to pay. For
estimate phone me at 1503 or see
me at 113 Camden street. E.
TOM LONG. Distributor. No one
represents me
144tf

FOR SALE
AT a bargain, a 1946 Interna
.'is ;.t.
tional two-ton Truck for sale. Van
type cover body, vacuum booster
brakes, heated, good condition.
DONALD R. HEALD, Lincoln
A dramatic story of sister against sister, playing Sunday Monday
ville, Maine.
7*9 at the Strand Theatre, with Linda Darnell heading the cast.
SIX Automatic Poultry Waterers. ten ft. long
for sale.
meeting of the evangelical com
CHARLES
HENDERSON,
19 SOUTH THOMASTON
mittee at Tremont Temple.
Wadsworth St.. Thomaston.
7*9
Corp, Douglas Maklnen recent
Adrien Butler has returned from
ly
spent
a
14-day
furlough
at
the
TRACTORS for sale; Used 1952
Niagara Falls, N. Y., where he
Corp.
John Deere, model B. exc. shape. home of his parents.
John Deere LA, priced right. Makinen is stationed at Redstone spent last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Mayo Carlton
Farmall Cub and equipment. 1944 Arsenal, Alabama.
John Deere B, rebuilt. Good se
have moved to Rockland, where
Leslie Makinen has enlisted in
lection, other cheap used tractors.
they have an apartment on Tal
W. S. PILLSBURY & SON,, Col the Air Corps and is stationed at bot avenue.
lege avenue, Waterville, Maine. Sampson Air Force Base, Gen
The Appleton 4-H Boosters met
Tel. 613.
7-S-10 eva, N. Y.
at the home of their leader, Mrs.
TWO Snow Tread Tires, 5-50-17,
Roy Brown, nephew of Willard
for sale. TEL. 1637-W1.
5*7 Brown, enlisted in the Air Corps Sheila Hart, Saturday, with 18
girls present. The cooking girls
1941 FORD 1*4-ton Truck, dump and is also at Sampson Air Base.
made white sauce and the sewing
body, snowplow. GEORGE RUS
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Hopkins
girls made holders.
Refresh
SELL, JR., West Meadow RoaO
5*7 have returned from a visit with ments of sandwiches, and cream
Mr. Hopkins’ brother Ralph, in
puffs were served by Gloria
Quincy, Mass.
Gushee and Rebecca Mitchell.
WANTED
Honored on 89th Birthday
Church Notice
WE will buy for cash or we will
Members and guests of the
Church services at the Baptist
trade. Due to demand we need Community Service Club gave
Church Sunday, Rev.
Donald
more tools for our expanding ren
tal service. Looking for, Screw Mrs. Hattie Jackson a surprise Ryder,
pastor, Royce
Miller,
Jacks, Sledge Hammers, Shovels, party Wednesday, the occasion musical director. Church School
Car Trailers, Crowbars, Boit being Mrs. Jackson’s 89th birthCutters, Nail Pullers, Lawn Roll | day. Refreshments of ice cream, with classes for all ages at 10
a. m. Morning worship at 11.15.
ers, Lawn Spreaders Insecticide
Sprayers,
Hedge
Trimmers, 1 birthday cake, cookies and cup Young people meet at 6.30 p. m.
Plumbing Tools, Pruning Tools. cakes were served by her grand Song and praise service at 7.30.
Sewer Snakes, etc. What do you daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Roberson,
have to offer? Call Camden 478 assisted by her greatgranddaugh- Everyone is welcome to any or
all of these meetings.
daily for a good trade with SUT ter, Bonnie Roberson.
Those
TON SUPPLY, INC., your onestop servicer and supplier, Bay present were: Jessie Mains. Helen
View St., Camden.
7-9 Hill, Agnes Hodsdon, Ella Watts,
LARGE Single House wanted in Victoria Clements, Ethel McCaus
the vicinity of Camden or Rock land, Janie Fullerton, Hazel Wil
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
land for year round rent. Write liams, Vivian Brown, Annie Den
Correspondent
R. E. O’Neill, 4 Pinewood Ave., nison, Mildred Mills, Clara Mae
Telephone 16-4
Beverly, Mass.
6*8
Bragg, Lucie Fantom, Louise
MIDDLE-Aged Woman wanted Butler, Helena Pollock, Mary
to stay with aged lady. Light
At the Edward Gonia Store,
housework. TEL. 332-R.
5*7 Young, and Myrtle Makinen.
The party was held at the home Rockland, through month of Jan.,
LOBSTERS and Clams wanted.
drastic reduction of all Wallpa
SIM'S LOBSTER POUND, Spruce of Alice Robinson.
pers.
5tf
Heal. Tel. Rockland 420.
117tf APPLETON
The man who works only for his
LIGHT
Trucking.
Cemetery
Mrs. Littlefield, teacher at the pay seldom does his best.
Grading and other odd iobs want North Appleton school, lists the
ed. Call. 1594 or stop at RALPH
MacLAUGHLIN S, 242 Old County following pupils who had perfect LOST AND FOUND
Road.
122tf attendance during the term ending
LEATHER Key Holder with
IF you want the best auto body Dec. 17, Arthur Jackson, Lois
and fender work, come to ROWL Goldschmidt,
Doris
Jackson, several keys, lost. Finder re
ING’S GARAGE, 778 Main Street, Maynard Jackson, Keith Jackson turn to H, c/o The Courier-Ga
zette, and receive reward.
Rockland.
47tf
and Nettie
Sprague.
Sharon
5-7
DON'T discard your old or
Johnson
and
Sylvia
Libby
were
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and re- absent one-half day during the
REAL ESTATE
flnishing; 48 Masonic St.
Tel. term.
1106-M.
ltf
SMALL House for sale, nice
John Reed, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Reed, is staying in Sears garden spot. Near stores. In
quire 107 SO. MAIN ST.
7 9
TO LET
mont, w'ith his sister, Mrs. Robert
FOR the Bride and Groom,
Esancy, Jr.
start your married life paying off
TWO-Room furnished, heated
Miss Ellen Reed spent the on your own home instead of sav
Apartment to let. Private bath,
electric stove and refrigerator, weekend with her cousin. Mrs. ing rent receipts. Compact 5-rm.
House with bath, for sale, near
S12 weekly. Adults only. Apply 2 Everett Steeves, in Vassalboro.
Price $4500.
Orange St., or CALL 1315-M. 7-9
Mrs. Maynad Brown entertained beach and park
FURN. Heated Apt. to let the Willing Workers at her home, Monthly pay'ts $28.64. SECURITY
REAL ESTATE CO., Dorothy
Adults only. TEL. 519-J.
7*9
Tuesday afternoon.
Dietz, Camden 2117 or 8897.
—UNFURNISHED four-room heat
7-lt
Rev. and Mrs. Donald Ryder
ed Apt. to let. Hot water. TEL.
$150 DOWN
1379-R.
7tf were in Boston the earlier part of
Whatever your need, your desire
the week, to attend the anuual
FOR RENT
—there's a NEW NATIONAL
HOSPITAL
Beds.
Folding
HOME for you?
Designs and
Wheel chairs. Tel. 939. UNIT
EGGS & CHICKS sizes from $6000 to $40,000. Two
ED HOME. SUPPLY CO., 5793-bedroom home can be ready for
589 Main St., Rockland, Me.
CLEMENTS RED-ROCK BLACK occupancy on or before April 1.
136-S-tf
PULLETS are favorites of many Priced from $8300 to $9000 includ
UNFURN. rent. 5 rms. and bath commercial
e^g
producers. ing ’i acre lot in convenient Rock
to let; adults; 16 Masonic street Health-, vigorous, heavy laying, land location. For further infor
MRS. MILLS.
6tf Maine-U.S. Approved, Pullorum mation and illustrated folder. Con
THREE-Rm. furn. Apt. to let; Clean. Also White Leghorn Pul tact
PAUL HURLBURT
also 1 furn. rm., kit. priv.; 29 let Chicks and R. I. Reds for eggs.
Appraisals
Beech St.
PHONE 1116-W or White Rocks for meat and hatch Insurance
Mortgage Loan Service
163-M.
6*11 ing eggs.
Prices reasonable.
FIVE-Rm. and bath Apt. to let, Write today. CLEMENTS CHICKS
57 HIGH STREET
Route
33,
Winterport,
upstairs, central heat, furn. or INC.,
TEL 2651
(B)
unfurn. TEL. 798 or 8891.
6tf Maine.

AVAITJIBLE Feb. 1, 5-rm. Apt.
with modern conveniences. TEL.
217-M.
5-7
COMPLETELY
furn.
2-rm.
Apt. on Camden St., to let. Bath
and elec, refrig. CALL 1219.
5tf
FURNISHED 4-rm. Apt. with
bath and garage to let. Adults.
TEL. 1627-W.
5-7
SUTTON SUPPLY INC., Cam
den, has 60 items on their rental
list. Phone Camden 478 collect,
and ask them to mail you a free
copy. You may rent such things
as a heavy industrial vacuum
cleaner to clean attic, cellar, and
furnace at $3 a day, or they will
do the job for you. Floor polish
er. sander, cleaner at $1.50 per
ONE used Elec. Ref. for sale. day, 7” electric saw, $3.50 per
TEL. 1510.
108tf I day, etc.
Part of SUTTON'S
BABY Parakeets, full line of i SERVICE. Bay View ST., Cam
5-7
parakeet foods and mineral health i den.
grit. GRACE'S GARDENS, Mrs.
UNFURN., heated, 4-rm. and
Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker St., bath Apt. to let. elec, stove and
gt., Thomaston. Tel. 374.
ltf refrig. Plenty of hot water, $11
MILL Slabs, cut stove lengths, a week; 4 RANKIN ST., over
for sale. Large loads. Inquire Carr's Wallpaper and Paint Cen
5tf
for
prices. delivered.
STAR- ter..
RETT'S MILL, call CRestwood
AT 81 Union St., modern, heat3-2589. Warren.
138tf I ed, 4 room Apt., with bath, to let,
also furnished 1WINDOW’SHADES sad BLINDS unfurnished;
for sale; custom made. Call us; room efficiency apartment, kit
CALL
free
Installation.
Tel
801 chen and bath, heated.
4tf
SEA COAST PAINT CO.. 440 893 days 233 evenings.
Main St.. Rockland.
94tf
FURN. Apt. to let, 3 rooms,
shed, elec, refrig., hot
NEW Linoleum, 9x12. $8.50 a roll flush,
for sale; also used Furniture, buy water. Inquire 12 Knox St. TEL.
5tf
er and seller, open 7 days a week. 1382-M.
FRANK SHOP, Damariscotta.
UNFURN. 4-rm. upstairs Apt. to
___ ________________________________ 42tf let. Hot water and bath. Private
120tf
ROOFING and Siding applied entrance. TEL. 213-M.
by certified Johns-Manville Home
HEATED and unheated furn.
Improvement Contractors. KEN Apts, to let. V. F. Studley, 77
NEBEC ROOFING AND SIDING Park St. TELS. 8060 and 1234.
CO. TeL 163-M.
69tf
tf

NORTH HAVEN

MISCELLANEOUS

IHITEHALL REALTY CO.
CAMDEN • MAINE

HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?

_________________
7-8
Send five questions. $1.00. stamped __
envelope REV RUTH MATHIAS,
THREE Cottages for sale or to
advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett, rent, modern conveniences, on
Mas® Full page reading enclosed Rockland Harbor. Contact RILEY
Prompt reply
153-S-tf STROUT, Rockland.
59tf
START 1955 right, ask reliable
medium 10 questions $1.06. MRS.
H. S. SAVAGE
E. MERITHEW, 838 Cypress Ave.
Ukiah, Calif.
5*7

Licensed Real Estate Broker

CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
Cleaned by Machine—Also Rebuilt
28 Years Experience
TEL. RO( KLAND 1314
SANITARY SERVICE

C. E. FENDERSON
___________ ______________ 4-6

LISTINGS WANTED
1 Fogg Street
Tel. 1046
ALSO GENERAL INSURANCE

AUSTIN D. NELSON
Real Estate Broker

heli,: well: well:
If it la water you need, write
Dlst. for Universal Homes, Inc.
R. W DRINKWATER, Well Drill Brownlee Sectional Log Buildings
ing Contractor
P. O. Box 135, 175 CAMDEN ST.
TEL. 1574
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment
House Phone 928
plan also available, no down pay
ment necessary. Member of New
England and National Associa
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II
tion.
148-30
CESSPOOL and • Septic Tanks
Real Estate Broker
Cleaned, repaired and Installed,
TELEPHONE 1647-W
automatic cleaning equipment. 497 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Free inspection and estimates.
Listings Wanted Anywhere In
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
Knox Connty
owned and operated
Tel. 851-J.
7-tf
Rockland
14811

ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
A Bonded Representative
WiU Check Yonr Machine
NO CHARGE

For Appointment Call
ELECTROLUX CO. - TEL 163-M
7-8

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

JAMES S. COUSENS
Licensed Real Estate Broker
Business Opportunities
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
TEL 1538

176 MAVERICK ST.

35-tf

Jerry Lewis Looks On As Dean
Martin and Joanne Dru em
brace in this scene for Para
mount’s new Vista-Vision laugh
riot “3 RING CIRC US” open
ing tomorrow at the (amd«*n
Theatre.

WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Tel. CRestw'd 3-2491
Rev. Curtis Cady Busby will have
the topic, “Examining Life's Fore
gone Conclusions”, at the Con
gregational Church Sunday morn
ing.
Sermon themes Sunday at the
Baptist Church by Rev. Sterling
Helner will be as follows, at 10
a. m. “The Preacher. His Pulpit
and His Message”; and at 7 p. m.
“Three Visits to One City.”
The Baptist Mid-week cottage
meeting will be held at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Wooster.
The regular meeting of St.
George Lodge A. F. and A. M. will
be held Monday night.
Mrs. Edgar Lemke was appoint
ed Snow Carnival Ball committee
chairman at the Tuesday night
meeting of the Parent Teacher
Association. The proceeds from
the ball to be held either next
month or in March will be given
over to the high school. The King
and Queen elected on votes by tic
ket to the affair will be crowned
amidst a proper ceremony that
night.
The sum of $11.95 was reported
from a recent PTA sponsored
cooked food auction. The associ
ation voted $5.00 to the area school
research committee for expenses.
The association will see that bas
ketball teams are supplied with
oranges at games for the remain
der of the season.
It was pointed out that the high
school was in need of a piano and
should one be on sale to contact
Mrs. Grace Wyliie of the High
school faculty. A grab and swap
party is planned for the Feb. 8th
meeting.
Mrs. Madeline Wyatt’s room
won the nightly attendance con
test for an ice cream party.
The pictures of a world trip by
Orett Robinson of Thomaston were
enjoyed.
Extension Association
Mrs. Freda Richards, home
management leader of the Exten
sion Association's day group pre
sented the subject “Care of Floor
Finishes” at the Tuesday meeting
held at White Oak Grange Hall,
North Warren. She demonstrated
the selection of floor varnishes
sealers, waxes, varnishes and
shellacs. Her assistant home man
agement leader, Mrs. Leda Mar
tin showed samples of repainted
worn linoleum and tile, and ways
of paint application to them as
well as the methods of smoothing
wood with steel wool, and the ap
plication of varish and shellac.
Three eye openers for the day
were, making of pin cushion for
attachment to a sewing machine
head by Mrs. Hazel Hills, room
saving space by Mrs. Emma Kal
lock, and timely household hints
by Mrs. Geraldine Kinney.
The February 8th meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Annie
Lehto at Pleasantville, with Miss
Ruth Libby, DHA., present to give
the topic presentation, “Windows
Make the Room ”.

Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott and
guests, Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Day
of Fort Fairfield went to Boston
Thursday and returned Sunday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Benner
and two children of Camden were
Saturday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Miller, honoring the wedd
ing anniversary of the Benners.
Recently Clifton and family were
entertained by the Benners in
observance of the Millers anni
versary.
Miss Dorothy Orff is a surgical
patient at Knox Hospital.
Miss Glenys Miller was a week
end guest of Miss Helen Sukeforth Slaigs.
Nathaniel Little visited his sis
ter in Augusta last week, also
spent a few days with his niece
and family in Boothbay Harbor.
Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Burns,
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Burns of
South Waldoboro were Thursday
callers at R. F. Simmons.
Waldo Christienson of Washing
ton, Frank Knight, an announcer
at WRKD Rockland were at Joseph
Claude’s Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Poland
and children of Medomak, Mrs.
Emma Fogg of Rockland, Mr. and
Mrs. Keith Jenkins and two child
ren of Waldoboro were recent
guests oi Mrs. Dora Whitney.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell McLeod.
Sr., are visiting relatives in Mass
achusetts.
*
W. L. Smith of South Portland
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wall and
Ronald of Rockland. Mr. nad Mrs.
Leland Orff of Chapel Corner,
Harold and Miss Jane Flanders
of Waldoboro were recent guests
of Mrs. Florence Flanders.
Clifton Miller and family were
Sunday guests at Arthur Melvin’s
in Camden.
Mrs. Wesley Tolman and Mrs.
Dora Whitney were in Rockland
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. R F. Simmons
were at E. R. Burns, South Wal
doboro Sunday and at Mrs. LaForest Mank’s recently.
The Odds and Ends Club met
with Mrs. Phyllis Prescott, Rock
land last Wednesday evening. Re
freshments were served.
Charles Black, grandson of Mrs.
Ella Black has enlisted in the Air
Force and is at Fort Dix, N. J.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Black of Rockland. Mass.
David Creamer visited Mr. and
Mrs. Maynard Butler in Warren a
few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hustus of
Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Wildes of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Martin and Dawn, Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Boggs and Janet,
and Baxter Tolman of Warren
were at Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Tolman’s recently.
Arthur Scott of South Weymouth
visited at his brother Ivans a few
days
Mr. and Mrs. Milton French, Mr.
and Mrs. Emery Simmons of East
Hartford, Conn., Mr. and Mrs.
Otto Bowden of Hallowell were at
Otto Bowden’s recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Mank. and
Melody of Warren, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Hastings of Thomaston, Mr.
and Mrs. Glenwood Brown and
Grace of Woolwich were recent
callers at Earle Millers.
William Jones, Mrs. Annie Mank
visited their sister, Mrs. Everett
Cook, East Holden a few days and
with his daughter, Mrs. Raymond
Knight and Mrs. Ruth Hume in
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Suio Pietila, Nancy
and Robert were at Frank Luce
in Waldoboro Wednesday evening.
Miss Grace Worthen and Miss
Alcy Jameson of Portland were
weekend guests of the latters par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Jameson.
Mrs. Margaret Matson visited at
H. W. Flanders, Waldoboro Friday.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Glaude,
Jr., Sheila and Juanita motored
to Augusta where they visited
Earl Reynolds and family Friday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell McLeod.
Sr., called on Mrs. Ella Black and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sanborn re
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Flanders of
Lynn, Mass., visited his mother
Mrs. Florence Flanders at Mrs.
LaForest Mank’s. H. W. Fland
ers and at L. L. Orff's a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Dickson, Ju
dith, Richard, and David of Rock
land visited Mr. and Mrs. J. Johan-

KNOX THEATRE, SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
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A scene from the new Sigmund Rombergs Musical ‘DEEP IN MY
HEART” opening Sunday at (he Knox Theatre.

nison, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sim
mons were in Rockland Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Davis and
daughter of Rockland. Harold
Black. Jr., of Tenants Harbor and
Miss Shirley Christienson of Wash
ington were recent guests at Joseph
Glaude’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Mank, Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Mank of Farm
ingdale, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Shu
man, Mrs. Hazel Shuman Mrs.
Emma Robinson B. Leigher of
Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Bowers of Damariscotta, Stephen
Burrows of Nohleboro, Mr. and
Mrs. S. A. Prescott, and son of |
Rockland, Mrs. I^brman Miller
of Thomaston, Mrs. Corinne Perkins, Miss Avis Maloney, Mrs. '
Marian Manners of Warren, Mrs.
J. O. Jameson, Mrs. Annie Mank,
were recent callers on Mrs. Lea
vitt L. Mank.
The Social Club met with Mrs.
Edna White Thursday afternoon
after being postponed a week due
to weather conditions for a Christ
mas tree, and a birthday shower
for Mrs. Ruby Allen. David White ,
showed| pictures.
Refreshments
were served. Mrs. Berny Jame
son plans to entertain Jan. 20, if
stormy the 27th.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs. Mary Mills is a guest of
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Coffin at Rock
land.
The organ committee of the
“Church on the Hill” is proud to
report that our summer residents
are also interested in the new
organ project. The names of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Wathen and
Mr. and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich are
now being added to our new book,
together with those of Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Ray, Mrs. Nellie
Boyles, Mr. and Mrs. Harlan
Bragdon and the Tenants Har
bor Sunday School.
Plans are
now being made for a Silver Tea
to be held at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. H. A. Harris, on Sat
urday afternoon, Jan. 22, for the
organ fund. Everyone is invited
to attend.

UNION
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-34

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hunt of
Westboro, Mass., were guests of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Hunt, a few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Knight left
Tuesday by car for several months
to be spent in Stewart, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sherrard of
Gardiner were Tuesday visitors at
Charles Smith’s.
Mrs. Laura Kirkpatrick will entertain the American Legion Auxiliary Tuesday, Jan. 18, with a
supper at 7 p. m. This supper is
being served by the losing side
of contest recently conducted on
membership campaign.
Young Men’s
and Women’s
Group of Union, sponsored by the
Ford Foundation, begin a new
series of discussions entitled,
“Great Men and Great Issues in
Our American Heritage.” First
meeting will be Friday, Jan. 21,
and will feature a movie on
“Thomas Jefferson.”
Mr. and Mrs. Wilton Clark of
Westminster. Mass., and Mr. and
Mrs. Malcolm Clark of Middletown, Conn., were in town Tues
day a-nd Wednesday, coming here
to attend the funeral of their sis
ter. Mrs. Ethel Danforth.
Union Extensive service met
Friday with Mrs. Georgia Cra
mer.
Woman's Community Club

Woman’s Community Club met
Tuesday evening at the vestry of
the Methodist Church, with 26
members and six guests present.
A business meeting was held. The
District Director, Mrs. Gladys
Patrick of Waldoboro, was not
present, as expected. Mrs. Esther
Keating chairman, presented a
group of girls, Judy Howard,
Lorna Messer, Carolyn Spear and
Mary Alice Barker, who sang sev
eral numbers, accompanied by
Patty
Farrow.
Mrs.
Agnes
Creighton and Mrs.
Christine
Barker sang a duet, accompanied
by Miss Florence Thurston.
WEST ROCKPORT
Hostesses serving were Mar
Cpl. Maynard Tolman arrived tha Fuller. Alida Fossett and
safely in Seattle. Wash., Saturday Rosamond Danforth.
making the trip ail the way by air
from the Rockland airport.
At the Edward Gonia Store,
Mrs. George Parker has been Rockland, through month of Jan.,
confined to the house by illness. drastic reduction of all Wallpa
5tf
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Stinson of pers.
Glen Cove are receiving congratu
When it's a problem in agricul
lations on the birth of a son Mon
day at Armstrong Private Hospital ture. see your county agent of the
in Camden. Mrs. Stinson was for Maine Extension Service. He has,
or can help you get, the answer.
merly Marion Lane of this village.
The maternal grandparents are Mr.
Read The Courier-Gazette
and Mrs. John N. Lane, Sr.
Sympathy is extended to the FORECLOSURE NOTICE
Whereas. Henry W. Rice, of
families of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Tolman and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tol Boothbay, in the County of Lin
coln and State of Maine, by his
man in the death on Tuesday of mortgage deed, dated the fifth
one of the twin sons (Dana) of day of November, A. D. 1954.
and recorded in the Knox RegiaMr. and Mrs. Arnold Tolman.
Mrs. Rappleye has returned to try of Deeds. Book 335. Page 434,
conveyed to Mary M. Hayes, of
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Damariscotta, in said County of
Margaret Andrews after being a Lincoln and State of Maine, cer
medical patient at the Camden tain lots or parcels of land, to
Community Hospital for a few’ gether with the buildings thereon,
together with a wharf attached
days.
thereto being bounded and de
The Tuesday Club met this week scribed as follows, to wit:—all
141-tf
of
his right, title and interest in
with Mrs. Harvey Lunden. Mrs.
At least it’s better to borrow
and to the several parcels of land,
Perley
Merrifield
will
be
the
hos

trouble than to make it.
together with the buildings there
tess next week.
on and wharf attached thereto, as
well as granite rights and rights
of way situated in Long Cove,
in the Town of St. George, County
of Knox and State of Maine, as
Knox, S. S.
is more fully described by deed of
I, A. Everett Libby. Treasurer of the County of Knox, hereby publish a
Rice Bros. Corp, to Henry W.
138-tf
list of all persons entitled to unclaimed shares of estates that have been
Rice, dated May 29, 1950 and re
paid or transferred to me as said Treasurer under Chapter 143, Section 24,
corded in Knox Registry of Deeds,
of the Revised Statutes, 1944, State of Maine.
Book 315, Page 218 on August 23,
Some knowledge of Lumber
For
Amount From
Date
1950.
Building Material, Millwork,
And whereas, the said Mary M.
Butterworth. Eleanor M.,
24.03 Sarah Pascal Estate July 25. 1944
the said
Crabtree, Cora B., Heirs,
28.31 Cora B. Crabtree, Est., Mar. 30. 1946 Hayes has assigned
Paint and Hardware desir
Francis, Lymond
5.34 Mae Cushman, Est..
Mar. 20. 1946 mortgage and note thereby se
able bat not essential. Car
Hupper, Orren P., Heirs,
12.86 Orren P. Hupper Est., Dec. 31. 1938 cured to me, the undersigned, by
Necessary. Write for Inter
Weed. Ellen,
1.45 Geo. A. Hendricks Est. Sept. 24. 1935 her assignment dated the eighth
view, giving age, education
day of November A .D. 1954,
Grigor, Michael or Miall
and experienre. This Is an op
Stafan
15.61 George Stevens Est..
June 20, 1950 which said assignment is recorded
Gay, Mary Elizabeth
5.04 Arthur Edward Gay Est. Dec 2. 1953 in the Kneg Registry of Deeds,
portunity for substantial earn
Book 240. Page 415; and whereas
Barter, Addie or sons of
ings under pleasant working
229599 Harry T Small Est. April 30. 1954 the condition of said mortgage has
Tilden Barter
conditions.
Kakkuri, Urho
41.68 Jack Havisto Est.
Nov. 16. 1954 been broken, now. therefore, by
Kakkuri, Jaakko
41.69 Jack Havisto Est.
Nov. 16. 1954 reason of the breach of the con
Rockland, Maine
dition thereof. I claim a foreclo
BOX X
County of Knox
sure of said mortgage.
December 38, 1954.
January 6. 1955.
A EVERETT LIBBY.
% Herald, Camden, Maine
Treasurer
CHRISTQPHER S. ROBERTS.
6 and 7
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COUNTIES
OF A
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Farmers Have One
Month To Sign For
A.C.P. Benefits
The

Agricultural

Is This Your Farm Or Your Neighbor’s Place?

Story Of Roger
Gowell Featured
In Corenco News

Conservation

An article in the December issue
of the Corenco News, publication

Program in Maine begins today
and ends December 31. announced

of

today Lawrence A. Chatto. state

TOULTRYNAH
By Henry Teague

Experienced poultrymen are now
making every effort to put in at

least a normal number of pullet
chicks for they know that they
have a fair chance of making a
profit on the new flock. At the mo
ment no one is looking for an ex
treme scarcity of eggs in the fall
of 1955. but there is certainly basis
for hope of much better prices for
eggs than in 1954. Actually, those
who have thought the matter out
do not want to see eggs so scarce
that consumers will turn to other
types of food. Housewives are not
much interested in dollar a dozen
eggs any more. In fact buyer re
sistance rises faster after the price
gets by 75 or 80 cents a dozen. If
eggs should be so scarce that they
would price themselves out of the
market, much of the effort that has
been put in to create the larger
market would have been wasted.
As time goes on, it seems possible that the egg market might
stabilize somewhat. The new sys
tem of poultry raising with big
ger houses and automatic equip
ment has proved a fascination for
the outsider and has drawn many
in who have already given up. If
the time comes when enough are
burned by dabbling in poultry, the
surplus problem may be solved.
Those who have gone in far enough
to make table eggs pay, learn to
make the best of it. A year such
as 1954 hurts even the best, but the
solid poultryman can survive and
are able to recoup their losses.
There is always the problem of
the get-rich-quick operator who
tries to build on volume and credit,
but it is possible for the hatchery
and grain men can handle those
situations. After all, they really
should protect their year after
year customers from the eager
beavers who expect to make a
killing on borrowed money.
It is very evidently timh that the
table egg market, as well as the
poultry meat market should be
a geared to the ultimate customers,
the families of the U.S.A.
Here is a little information that
may shatter the dreams of some
would be poultrymen who are long
on dreams and short on capital.
No experienced poultryman ex
pects to make a profit on his birds
the first high egg season, especial
ly if the pullets are started in late
winter of early spring. It just
costs too much to get those chicks
up to laying. If you happen to
have money enough for brooding
quarters and equipment along the
way and enough to finance the
growing period, you are all right
if you have a flock of healthy birds
and normal egg prices. If the
price of eggs is too much below
normal, the new operator runs
smack into the problem of starting
chicks the second year. That is
the point where a lot of newcom
ers trip up. Those big fall egg
checks, and I am not referring to
last fall, look as though there was
real gold in laying hens. The
chances are good that it is more
money than the individual is used
to handling and some of it leaks
away.
The complications can
mount up fast. It is about this
time that credit possibilities are
considered. That’s where the old
poker game really begins.
It is true that the smart oper
ators with enough capital go on

4

to get into the table egg business
is to go to work for a year or so
on a successful poultry farm.
That is where one can get the real
information that will guide him
into a successful start. On the
other hand he can learn there how
much it actually costs to get start
ed and how many birds he can af
ford to handle the first year. He
will get a lot of necessary know
ledge about handling the birds.
And very important too is the fact
that he will learn whether or not
he likes the hen business. Anyone
who dislikes poultry should cer
tainly never consider it as an enteprise.
Apparently, the puoultry busi
ness looks deceptively simple with
more pitfalls than the average bus
iness. Such factors as disease con
trol. keeping up production and
cuiling call for a high type of in
telligence and a sound background
of knowledge. I am sure that any
experienced poultryman should
advise any layman to consider the
situation long and carefully before
taking the plunge. Don’t be mis
led by the talk you may hear
among poultrymen. They may be
kidding each other or they may be
doing a little boasting.
During the past year the talk
you have heard has been pretty
doleful and still is to some extent.
By the time you begin to hear re
marks that are bright and cheery,
it will be too late for you to start.
You will find the boys in the know
area months ahead of you, ready to
reap the profits from a good mar
ket while you are still fooling
around with baby chicks or at
least a flock of birds too young to
lay for the high market.

administrative

officer.

These

dates were established by the Aggricultural Stabilization and Con

servation State Committee when

it met in Bangor recently.
A sign-up period will be set up
for each county, and farmers will
be notified of the dates by letter,
radio, and newspaper.
Chatto explained that farmers
wishing to request approval for as
sistance in carrying out soil-build
ing practices during 1955 should
file their requests with the county
ASC office or the local ASC com
munity committeemen by Feb. 15.
That is the expiration date for the
initial sign-up period.
Farmers may enroll in the 1955
program by filing Form ACP-201
at the county ASC office or with
their local community committee
men. These forms may be ob
tained from the county office or
local committeemen.
All requests filed during this
initial period, said Chatto, will be
considered at one time by the
County Committee at the close of
the sign-up period. Requests will
be approved by the County Com
mittee at that time, based on the
conservation needs of the farm
and within funds available for
the program.
Reguests filed after Feb. 15, cau
tioned Chatto, will be given ap
proval only in so far as funds
are then available. Because of
the large demand for soil-building
practices and the fact that funds
are limited, he urged all farmers
to enroll during this initial sign
up period.
Detailed information regarding
the program and assistance avail
able may be obtained at the coun
ty ASC office from the local ASC
community committeemen.
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Can you identify the farm pictured today as The Courier-Ga
zette g<»es into tho 15th consecutive month of showing aerial views
of the* Coastal Area’s fine (arms. The o^nt r of the place will find
an 11x14 print of his establishment waiting for him when he shows
up at the newspaper office.
The farm pictured last week was that operated by Ralph and
James Wentworth at Hope Corner. The 250 acre plant is one of the
state's outstanding orchard operations.
Pop and Jim have 1700 bearing trees in Macs, Spys, Cortlands
and Delicious, and 1000 young trees. In all, they have 45 acres de-

KNOX-LINCOLN LEADING STATE
IN 4-H CLUB PROJECTS

Enrollment in 4-H club projects ; 464. and Central Aroostook, with
in agriculture and home econo 452.
mics has reached 5.103 for the! Five counties have submitted
programs of work for the coming
coming year, reported today Ken-1
year for more than 20 4-H clubs.
neth C. Lovejoy, state 4-H club These counties include Knox-Lin
leader. Maine Extension Service.
coln. York, Penobscot, Oxford and
Six counties have increased en- j Kennebec.
rollments over last year at this ! Lovejoy urged all interested per
time. They include Piscataquis' sons 10 to 21 years of age to en
county, with 147 more projects roll now in the 4-H projects they
than last year; Central Aroostook. 1 wish to take in 1955. A great vari
with 117 more; Knox-Lincoln, 102 ety of agricultural and homemak
more; and York, with 65 more. ing subjects are covered by the
Oxford and Washington counties al standard and special 4-H club pro
so have recorded increase.
jects offered. Local 4-H club lead
Meenahga Grange
Norman Crockett was appointed
In total 4-H club project enroll ers and County 4-H Club Agent.
There were 23 persons present secretary and treasurer of the ment to date. Knox-Lincoln coun Loana Shibles of the Maine Ex
ties leads the list with 654. Oxford tension Service at the Rockland
at the Monday night meeting, mystery patron group.
Marcia Greene gave her report county follows with 491 projects, Postoffce has further information.
which voted to contribute to the
on State Grange.
trailed by Penobscot county, with Four-H club work is open to all.
March of Dimes.
Lecturer Minnie Vannah will pre
Owls Head Grange
sent a program based on the life
By Elisabeth Walker
er at the morning and evening ser
FRIENDSHIP
of Benjamin Franklin next Monday
The regular meeting of Owls
Mrs. Ruth Dow arrived home on vices in the Advent Christian
night.
Head Grange was held on Tuesday Saturday after spending three Church, next Sunday. Rev. Ains
with 35 members present. It was months traveling as far as the worth has travelled abroad vis
Wcssaweskeag Grange
voted to give. $5.00 to the March west coast visiting with her child iting the Holy Land and held a pas
by Thelma Murray
of Dimes.
torate in Ashland. At the present
ren.
We had our first mystery pa
Bank Night was won by Ed
Miss Pam Brown returned to he is one of the professors at the
tron Wednesday. This patron was
ward Newhall and the Lecturer’s school on Monday.
New England School of Thealogy,
identified as Sam Pipicello of
March was won by David Mann.
Mrs. May Stanley who has been Brookline, Mass.
Acorn Grange.
The theme of the lecturer’s pro visiting her son in South Portland,
Cecil E. Barter is a patient at
Theme of the literary program
gram was “The Light of Original returned home on Tuesday.
the Veterans’ Administration Hos
was: The Guiding Light To a
ity.” Those taking part irt the
Mrs. Ruth Bradford of Thomas pital in Togus.
Happy New’ Year.”
Mrs. Nelson Lash and Mrs. Gor
program were Evelyn St. Clair, ton is spending a few days with
The program follow’s: Reading,
Herbert Montgomery, Fred Spauld her rister, Mrs. Sidney S. Prior. don Murphy w’ere in Portland on
“The New Year,” by Ethel Wor
Thursday.
ing. Owen Weeks, Elizabeth Walk
The Men’s Club met Monday
cester; solo, “The Wild Bird,” by
Mrs. Emma Linscott is a pa
er. Ray Simmons, David Mann, night with 12 members present.
Jennie Pietroski; duet. “Whisper.
. tPietroski
>- a i.- George
Sleeper
and Bradford The following officers were elected tient at Knox Hospital.
ing Hope,” by Jennie
e
H
Meduncook Lodge No. 211 met
Adams.
president, B. B. Jameson, vice
and Norman Crockett of Pleasant
Traveling Grange No. 1 meets president Eiden Cook, secretary Jan. 3 and elected the following
Valley Grange.
officers for the coming year:
Games and stunts were played with Owls Head at the next meet Howard Beal, treasurer Carlton
Worthy Master, A. O. Rodamer;
ing
on
Jan.
25.
The
lecturer
has
and prizes were won by Helen
A. Simmons. Following the meet
senior warden. Maynard Winchen
Hill and Ethel Worcester. The arranged to have as guest speaker, ing slides were shown by Major
bach; junior warden, Stanley Sim
lecturer’s march was won by Miss Hille Roeske, teacher from Elmer Barde of Rockland, of his
mons; treasurer, Woodrow’ Verge;
Germany
w
’
ho
is
visiting
in
this
George Niles.
recent visit to Washington, D. C., secretary, Luther Wotton. A semiPoems, “Woman,” by Kenneth area.
Virginia and Maryland.
public installation will be held
On Jan. 8, Owls Head Grange en
Boardman and “Man” by Bertha
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Prior en on Jan. 24.
Sleeper; “The Way To A Happy tertained Limerock Valley Pomo tertained at a family dinner on
na. In the evening the Fifth De Tuesday in honor of Ruth Brad
Women’s Auxiliary Meet
New Year,” Clara Steeves.
The Women’s Auxiliary Fire
A prayer for Grange members gree was conferred on 26 candi ford’s birthday, guests were Mr.
dates from Owls Head Grange.
was given by Mildred Mills.
and Mrs. B. B. Jameson, Mr. and Department met on Wednesday
Visitors were present from
Mrs. John Giusani and two child night for their annual meeting.
Georges Valley Grange
The following officers w’ere elect
Acorn, Weymouth, Pleasant Val
By Hilda Stockbridge
ren.
ley, Owls Head, Enterprise, Good
Mrs. Florence Burnfc, Mrs. ed: Captain, Helen Faies, 1st
At the next meeting, Tuesday.
Will, Penobscot View and Maple Jan. 18, there will be important Jane Murphy and Miss Rosa Car lieutenant. Thelma Bramhall; 2d
lieutenant Betty Roberts; secre
Granges.
matters brought up so all mem ter w’ere in Bath on Wednesdy.
to become successful poultrymen.
tary, Irma Benner; treasurer,
It was voted to send the lec bers possible please attend this
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Prior, Mrs.
Some are also smart enough to turer to State Lecturers’ Confer
meeting and give us your votes on B. B. Jameson and Miss Ruth Betty Roberts. Mrs. Everett Pen
der, Betty Roberts and Mrs. Ken
pull out before getting in too deep. ence at Lewiston Feb. 3.
these problems.
Bradford were in Portland on Wed
neth Thompson w’ere appointed to
But the others find the water get
The First and Second Degrees
nesday.
Megunticook Grange
make up the calendars for the
ting deeper and deeper. Every wlli be worked next meeting Jan.
Lottie Coilamore and Minnie
Wednesday night, the program
coming year. The flower commit
egg they ship is a profitless egg, 26 w’ith a pot luck supper at 6.30.
Parsons
of
Rockland
were
week

tee, Mrs. John Stevens, Mrs.
because interest and debt eats up
Four Granges are participating opened with a tableau representing
end guests of Mrs. Burgess Sim
Gladys Heald, Katherine Jame
all the profit. Every egg that in the Mystery Patron group. the inaugural of a governor. The
mons.
son.
goes in hurts other poultrymen, They are: Acorn, Weymouth, cast, in costume, consisted of Ted
Conley
Simmons
visited
in
Cam

for enough of those profitless eggs Pleasant Valley and Wessawes- Dorr, Herbert Gould. Marston Bev
Church Notices
den on Saturday.
certainly have a depressing effect j keag. The next Mystery Patron erage, Arthur Herrick, Eugene St.
Sunday has been announced as
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
V.
Orff
on the market.
| will be at Weymouth Grange, Clair. Fred Witherspoon and Er
“Prophetic Day” by Rev.» Everett
spent the weekend in Boston.
nest Johnson.
Actually one of the best ways Jan. 24.
E. Pender of the Advent Chris
Kenneth
Simmons
has
returned
The tableau was arranged by
tian Church. Rev. Ariel Ains
Elsie Magee, followed by readings to New York after spending his worth of Boston will be speaker
by Lula Elwell, Eugene St. Clair, vaction with his parents, Mr. and for the day. preaching on the fol
Rae Johnson and Gertrude Palm Mrs. Mertland G. Simmons.
lowing topics, 10.30 a. m.. “Baby
Randolph Major, Jr., has re
er.
lon Is Fallen.
Evening at 7
A stunt was arranged by the turned. to his home in W’estfield, o’clock, “The TXvo Witnesses and
lecturer with Ernest Johnson. Ha N. J., after spending few days the Seventh Trumpet.” Sunday
This is the friendly YES MANager of the local
zel Bird, Mary Nash. Hazel Joy. with Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Burns.
ftwenof Finance Company. He believes that no
School and Intercessory Prayer
Mrs. Maurice Chadwick of Thom time will convene at usual hours
one should borrow unnecessarily. But when a
Ted Dorr. Mabel St. Clair and
loan ia to a person’s advantage, he provides folks
aston was in town on Monday.
Marston Beverage taking part.
12 m. and 6.30 p. m. respective
here with needed cash promptly.
Mrs. Solon Wilder has returned ly.
MIUS
SAWYER
Three group singing with Jessie
Tuesday, 7.30 p. m. the
He makes borrowing a simple, friendly trans
action. He makes loans to employed men and women, married or
! Beverage at the piano and the home after spending a few weeks prayer meeting crow’d will check
tingle. He arranges convenient monthly payments.
closing thought was by Mrs. Ber with her son and family. Mr. and in on the “Honor Roll” and study
If you decide that a loan ia to your advantage, come to tee
Mrs. Robert Wilder of Hamilton, Hebrews, chapter 12. Thursday
nard Brown.
ftwnafe YES MANager today.
N. Y.
Next
week,
in
line
with
the
spe

Loans $3 J To $3SOO en Signature, Furniture nr Auto
Nelson J. Lash returned to Maine
cial public interest this month, on
J*r»» e»e»«rnrsit urn to sat nr
General Hospital in Portland on
plans
for
the
prevention
and
cure
CLAYT BITLER
T&BC
ca
of polio, Mrs. Constance McPhail Tuesday.
Wants to See YOU About
Mr. and Mrs. Almon L. Burns
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.
of Rockland will give a brief talk
were in Boston on Tuesday.
2nd FI-, 3S€ MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
on the subject, showing slides.
Rhone: 1133 • Milas B. Sawyer, YES MANager
Rev. Ariel Ainsworth of Brook
Snail 1ms Ststatt Ikon, lb. IS
89-S-tf
Read Tha Courier-Gaietta
line, Maas., will be guest speak

THE GRANGE CORNER

HE MAKES LENDING A
FRIENDLY BUSINESS

titomal finance

TELEVISION

4

voted to their orchards.
Last tall, they built a modern cold storage plant with capacity
for 7000 bushels of apples. Apples stored there last fall are just as
fresh today as they were the day they were picked. The Wentworths
established the cold storage plant in order that they might supply
the best in apples to local people through th«* winter and early
spring, rather than ship out of state shortly after harvest time.
In addition to the orchard operations, Wentworth Farms has a
flock of 2800 laying hens producing market eggs.
Photo by Cullen

ELIMINATION OF MILK PRICE
CONTROL TO BE DISCUSSED
AT LEWISTON TRADE SHOW
A*panel discussion of milk pric
ing policy and related subjects
will be an opening day feature of
Agricultural Trades Show at the
Lewis-ton State Armory, Janpary
18. Clifford S. Smith of Bangor,
president of the Maine Dairy
men’s Association, said in Augus
ta Tuesday.
Scheduled for discussion by a
seven-man panel are such sub
jects as elimination of retail price
control, Maine’s current milk pric
ing policy, and quantity discounts
through the use of half-gallon and
gallon containers.
Aslo to be considered. Smith
said are the present advertising
and educational programs being1
carried on by the Maine Milk1
Tax Committee and the Dairy'
Council of Maine. The Pine Tree 1

State’s dairy industry, through a
self-imposed tax, is conducting
promotional programs—with ex
penditures of about $150,000 a year
—which make it a leader in agri
cultural advertising, Smith point
ed out.
Dr. Herrell DeGraff of Cornell
University, widely known for his
work in nutrition, will address the
dairymen at their morning session
on the subject, “Dairy Farmers
Can Solve Their Own Problems.”
The Maine Vegetable Grow’ers
Association is also holding a meet
ing Tuesday, the opening day of
the 14th Annual Trades Show,
which is operated by the Maine
Department of Agriculture and
sponsored by the Extension Ser
vice and leading farm organiza
tions.

home of the assistant leader,
Mrs. Peggy Flagg. Mrs. Eunice
Flagg, leader and Mrs. Virginia
Massie. 4-H Agent in training,
were in charge.

Good progress is being made
with the movie of the soil con
servation practices being done in
the Knox-Lincoln Soil Conser
vation District. District supervis
or, George Birkett of Nobleboro,
is taking the pictures and doing a
very good job. This entails a lot of
traveling since the supervisor’s
want to get pictures from all parts
of Knox and Lincoln Counties. The
pictures will be taken, revised as
needed with sound included. The
movie is being made to show’ at
Granges, civic clubs, schools, etc.,
to illustrate and show what prac
tices the farmers are carrying out
and how they are being done.
The. terms of three district sup
ervisors expire immediately and
the three vacancies will be filled
by an election in the very near
future. Anyone not receiving a
ballot may call at the district Of
fice, post oftice building, Rock
land. to vote. The definite date
for voting will be announced later.

West Rockport
Carole Lunden won the judging
contest on kerchiefs held last
Friday at the home of the leader,
Mrs. Helen Lunden.
Others
participating
were:
Norma Lermond, Martha Saiminen, Marieta Erickson, Judy Karintie and Linda Winslow
Jefferson

At Jefferson, the Jeffersonian
Farmers met at Richard Camp
bell's, leader Frank Flagg was
present to conduct the meeting.
Brent Hixon won the ribbon on
parts of the cow. Others taking
part:
Allen Holmes.
Herbert
Moody, Forrest Carver, Gordon
Perry, Richard Campbell. Brad
ley Bryant, Charles Hunt and
James Moody.

Seed Potatoes
From Maine To
Grow in Andes
A half-ton of Maine seed pota
toes have gone back to the land

which history says originated the

white potato many centuries ago.

4-H Club Doings
Jefferson
Gail Campbell
and
Rachel
Hixon won ribbons in the judging
contest held by the Luckiettes last
Saturday.
Gail Campbell won kerchief
judging and Rachel Hixon won
breakfast menus. Others taking |
part were: Bonnie Mullins. Bev J
erly Bond. Adele Hodgkins. Mar '
jorie Smith. Florence Hixon. Lu
cille Carver. Catherine Fish.
The meeting was held at the

the

Consolidated

Rendering

Company of Boston, presents a
story of interest to friends of Roger
Gowell of Poland, formerly county
agent in the Knox-Lincoln area.
Mr. Gowell, now a saleman In
the company’s southwestern ter
ritory, and busy all year traveling
many miles in connection with his
work. He still has time for civic
duties, latest of w’hich was ser
vice as chairman for the school
district when Poland, his native
town, voted in 1953 to create such
a district in order to consolidate
the schools.
Mr. Gowell, who has been moder
ator at town meetings there in ad
dition to being school committee
man for 25 years has always had
in mind the betterment of his
town. A school bond issue was
floated covering a 20 year period,
and an eight room school com
pleted recently.
Cost of the building was ap
proximately $110,000.
A native of Poland, Mr. GoweU
was educated in the town’s schools,
and was graduated from the Uni
versity of Maine’s Agriculture Col
lege.
Mrs. Gowell is the former Ella
Sampson, sisted of Mrs. Willis
Vinal of Warren.

A latter received at the Maine
Department of Agriculture. Augus

ta from Fernandes Caliela. head of
Argentina's plant pathology labora
tory, says 1.000 pounds of Maine's
Super-Foundation seed from the
Maine Seed Farm at Masardis
"have already been planted on
the high valleys of the Andes."
It was from Incae planters of
the Andes mountains that Spanish
conquerors first learned of white
potatoes, then establish them in
Europe.
The Maine seed was flown from
New York to Buenos Aires at the
expense of the Argentine govern
ment. The potatoes themselves
were a gift of the Maine Seed
Board, at the suggestion of Dr.
Reiner Bonde of the Agricultural
Experiment Station at Orono.

evening the young people will en
joy a “Snow Social” at the hall.
On Sunday, Jan. 23. the pastor
will continue his two series of ser
mons, “Reasons for the Blessed
Hope” and “Lessons From Fa
Approximately, they are of the
miliar Bible Stories.”
Katahdin variety.

At the Edward Gonia Store.
More than 1000 Maine orchardRockland, through month of Jan., ists co-operate in using the spray
drastic reduction of all Wslipa- program recommended by the
pers.
5tf Maine Extension Service. ,

Tips On Towel
Buying For Maine
Housewives
Now during January "white
sales" in Maine department stores,
Maine homemakers will find some
good buys in towels and wash
cloths, reports Mrs. Pauline E.
Lush. Extension Service home
management specialist.
If you’re looking for good ab
sorbency , try white towels, sug
gests Mrs. Lush. Believe it or not.
white towels absorb water better
than do the pastel or darker
shades. A white bath towel with
close, thick loops will absorb five
times its weight in water, report
University of Massachusetts au
thorities.
When looking for bargains in
towel sales, pick out the towel with
a film weave, and a crosswise
thread for every lengthwise thread.
This usually means the towel will
wear well, adds Mrs. Lush.
Make sure the hems of the towel
are well-sewn and backstitched at
the corners. Look for towels With
plain borders. These will shrink
less than if the border is ornamen
tal, containing bright yams of mercerized cotton, explains the Extention home management specialist.
It’s a good idea for Maine home
makers to buy some towels every
year, and thus keep a working sup
ply in good condition. They find
they should have, for each two
people in the family, about one
dozen bath towles, one dozen wash
cloths, one dozen face towels, two
or three bath mats, and a halfdozen guest towels.

DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs. S. Austin Wallace
were dinner guests on Sunday of
Mr and Mrs. Charles Strout at
Brunswick.
Mrs. Hamlin Scofield, Mrs. Al
bert Genthner. Mrs. Reginald
Monahan and Miss Marlene Mona
han of Portland were Sunday aft
ernoon guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Chute and Mrs. Addie Wot
ton.
Miss Betty Davis has been ill
at her home with tonsilitis the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Gross of Au
burn were Sunday guests of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Perley Winchenbach at South Wal
doboro.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Austin Wallace,
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Simonds,
Mrs. L. L. Waltz and Mrs. Hazel
Blainey attended the supper at
North Nobleboro last Tuesday eve
ning.
Theodore Jobia

Friends here of Theodore Jobia
will be very sorry to hear
of his passing at a Boston
hospital
last
Saturday.
Mr.
Jobin has been a summer resident
here for many years at the home af
his daughter, Mrs. Ralph Thibo
deau. and also at the home of his
brother, Professor A. J. Jobin. The
funeral was held Wednesday morn
ing at Boston.

RUBBER STAMPS
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MRS GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 156-5
Mrs. Emma Kalloch has re nold Upham, children of Mr. and
turned to her home on Wadsworth Mrs. Raymond Upham.
street, after a two weeks’ visit ill
Stork Shower
Hartford, Conn.
Mrs. Ann Wallace was guest
A/lc Richard Stone left today of honor at a stork shower recent
for Clovis, New Men co, after ly given by Mrs. June Cullen at
spending a few days with his par her home on Main Street. Decora
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Dana Stone. tions were green and white. Mrs.
Miss Angela Upham has returned Wallace received many dainty and
from Boston where she has been useful gifts presented her in a
visiting relatives.
decorated baby carriage. A buffet
Guest list
Mrs. Hattie Vinal has returned lunch was served.
home from Boston after spending included: Mrs. Henrietta Achorn,
several weeks with her daughtr, Mrs. Eleanor Cullen, Mrs. Eleanor
Feyler. Mrs. Irene Vinal, Mrs.
Percy Merrifield.
Mrs. Josephine Morrill has re Christine Glidden, Miss Marlene
Mrs. Beatrice Sawyer,
turned to her home in Bangor af Sabien
ter visiting her son and daughter- Miss Vada Cullen, Mrs. Ruth Wal
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Philip Myers, lace. Mrs. Lista Hyler, Mrs. Mary
Feyler, Mrs. Dorothy Cook and
for a few days.
The Teachers Club of Thomas Mrs. Jean Broks all of Thomas
ton and Union No. 72 will meet ton, Mrs. Edna Carter, Mrs. Ethel
Monday night at 7.30 at the Lura Stanley, Mrs. Verita Hvvarinen,
Libby School.
Mrs. Margaret Mrs. Frances Murray, Mrs. Emma
Ford will bring a report of the Lehtinen. Mrs. Connie Lehtinen,
Maine Teachers Association ses Mrs. Shirley Hall, Mrs. Lillian
sion and Fred Perkins of Rockland Stanley. Mrs. Lavinia Stanley,
will speak on "Little Known Facts Mrs. Doreen Stanley and Mrs. Mil
In American History”. Refresh dred Pierson all of Tenants Har
ments will be served by the Thom bor.

aston teachers.
Noram Clark was elected to the
office of Recorder and Sandra
Philbrook was appointed to the
office of Nature at the Order of
Rainbow for Girls meeting at Rock
land Wednesday night. Installation
of officers will be held Jan. 23 at
the Masonic Temple in Rockland.
Rev. George T. Glcdhill of the J
Federated Church was guest speak
er on the WRKD radio program
"Thought For The Day”, Friday
morning.
Special meeting and guest night
of Arana Lodge, No. 102, Knights !
of Pythias, will be held Wednes
day night. Supper will be served
at 6.30 with a social evening follow- ;
ing.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Maltais
and grandson. Robert Maltais, of
Everett. Mass., were recent guests
of Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Moss.
One session of school was held
at the High School Thursday to
enable the members of the facul
ty could attend the English clinic
in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Upham
entertained at a family cele-1
bration of the 47th wedding anni j
versary of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Upham. Those at
tending were: Mr. and Mrs. Clar
ence Upham. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Upham and Fred, Patsy, Paula, 1
Robert, Gary, Raymond and Ar

SATURDAY ONLY
(Mat. At 2 - Eve. 6.30 - 8.30)

toon***.. toon

V

"AN AUltO ARTISTS PICTURE

Also CARTOON CARNIVAL
(35 Minutes of Cartoon Frolics)

SUNDAY - MONDAY
Continuous Sunday From 3
Mon. Mat. At 2 - 6.25 - 8.30

'MY WIFE *

The Knox Club
The Knox Club met Wednesday
night at the club room in Watts
Block. A lobster stew supper was
served with W’illiam Flint acting
as chef. Officers elected for the
coming year were: President, Al
fred Lawry; secretary and treas
urer Albert Lovejoy. Attend’ng
were: William Flint. Alton Grov
er, Frank Linekin. Earl Woodcock,
Hollis Young. Willis Spear, O. B.
Kalloch,, Edward Hastings, Ches
ter Smalley Levi Clark, Gene
O’Connell, Alfred Lawry, Albert
Lovejoy and a guest, Lawrence
O’Dell of Rockland.
Orient Lodge Installs

A semi-public installation of the
officers of Orient Lodge, No. 15,
A. F. &A. M. will be held Tuesday
at 8 p. m. at the Masonic Temple.
Rt. Wor. Albert B. Watts, D.D. |
G.M., of the 9t.h District will be in-1
tailing officer. He will be assisted
by Rt. Wor. Edgar A. Ames, past
D.D.G.M. of the 9th District, who
will act as marshal and Rev. Bro.
John B. S. Fitzpatick, who will be
chaplain. Mrs. Blanche Lermond
will play the processional and
Rev. Fitzpatrick will offer prayer.
Refreshments will be served.
Girl Scouts Activities
Girl Scout activities this week:
Troop 1 met Monday afternoon
t the home of Mrs. Arthur Moore.
Officers elected were: President,
’etsy
Abahamsen;
secretary,
Nancy Davis, and treasurer, Bon
nie Chase. This troop is working
or its
“Interior Decorating’’ |
badge. Next meeting will be at
the home of Mrs. Joel Miller.
Troop Two met Monday at the
Federated Church with 12 mem
bers present. Patrol One is plan
ning a supper for next Monday
for Patrol Two as part of their
work on the “cooking” badge. An
entertainment will follow the sup
per.
On Wednesday a skating
party was enjoyed.
Troop Three met Tuesday aft
ernoon at the Baptist Church with
nine members present. Dr. Rusell Abbott of Rockland gave a
ery interesting talk on the care of
ats and dogs. An open question
period followed. All members are
sked to biing paper and pencil at
the next meeting on Monday.
Troop Four met Thursday after
noon. A skating party was enoyed and Janet Prescott provided
a treat. Next meeting will be
Thursday.
Troop Five met Monday after
noon at the Legion Hall with 11
members present.
The group
painted plaster of pari's models
mad*' by assistant troop leader,

she is...because

SOCIAL DANCE
SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HAI.L

Every Saturday

$
A
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Mus’c by the Nor’Easter*
Donation 50c Everyone Welcome
83-S-tf

Cub Scout Activities
Den One meets on Tuesdays.
They are working on their project
for the pack meeting.
Denner
chosen for this month is Wayne
Tibbetts. Keeper of the Buckskin
is David Hardy.
Den Two meets on Tuesdays.
Plans and rehearsal for their skit
for the pack meeting are in prog
ress.
Den Three meets on Mondays.
This den is planning a train ride
to Rockland. They are reading
the story of “Casey Jones” and
working on their project for the
pack meeting.
Den Four meets on Mondays.
This group is working on their
project for the pack meeting.
Songs and games of trains and
railroading arc enjoyed.
Den Five meets on Mondays.
This group is working on their
Scout achievements and project
Songs and games of railroading
are enjoyed.
Den Six meets on Wednesdays.
This den enjoyed a train ride to
Rockland and inspected the en
gine. Songs and games of rail
roading are enjoyed and they are
working on their project. Stephen
Beaupre was chosen Denner for
the month.

ALLAN DOWLING
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b
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i unit mt mmi • stuart hosier 1

round eliminations of the Junior
afternoon.

All

members of the

lass were required to take part in

this initial round of the contest
with each cand date giving a one
or two minute speech.
The contestants were judged by
Mrs. Esther Rogers and Mrs. Ver
non Packard. From the 56 mem
bers of the class eight will be
chosen to take 'part in the final
contest later in the school year.
Winners were not announced at the
end of yesterday’s speeches. The
announcement will be ma<|e with
in a few days, after the rating
blanks for all contestants have
been tabulated and checked.

BITUARY

SLrnng

u

and Guest Stars

J*

JOSE FERRER WALTER PIDGEON
MERLE OSERON PAUL HENREID
HELEN TRAUBEL ROSEMARY CLOONEY
- COt AVEOON GENE t FRED KELLY
WMARATuUMANOVA
JANE POWELL
PAUL STEWART
VIC DAMONE
ISOBEL EISOM
WILLIAM OlVIS ANN MILLER
JAMES MITCHELL CYD CHARISSE
J*
HOWARD KEEL
) kt*
TONY MARTIN
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SUNDAY 3 - 5.40 - 8.15

MONDAY

1

FEATURE 3.25 - 6.00 - 835

TUESDAY 2 - 6.15 - 8.45
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The new boat on the Monhegan mail run is shown at her Port Clyde dock Thursday waiting to start
on her second month of service. The vessel is the only public transportation to the island during 10 months
f the year, carrying freight and passengers in addition to the mail for the tiny island community.

OLLE S. LARSEN
Olle S. Larsen, 62, a retired car
penter, died in Togus, Thursday
after a long illness. Mr. Larsei
was born in Flekkefjorb. Norway
the son of Anna and Lars Larsen
ie was a veteran of World War I
nember of the Winslow-Holbrook
Merritt Post, I, and a member of
The Lutheran Church. Surviving
'.re his widow, Lina Lawry Larsen,
three sisters, Annie Omland ol
3rooklyn, N. Y.. two sisters in Nor
way, Europe, one brother Charles
Larsen of Detroit, Mich., several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services Sunday at 2 p
m., from the Russell Funera'
Home with the Rev. Merle S. Co
nant officiating. Interment in
Roadside Cemetery, Friendship.

WALLACE FORO w EISA LANCHESTER
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High

Prize Speaking Contest on Friday
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Camden Theatre

PROOUCT'ON

IDA LLPIXO In
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Camden

HAL WALLIS’

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

"THE SAINT'S GIRL FRIDAY"

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Andrews
and son Samuel spent a week re
cently with Mr. and Mrs. Har
old Hupper at Wheebarrow Farm.
Eugene Alden, took a few days
vacation in New York City over
New Year’s.
He dined in a
restaurant on Broadway, near
Times Square as the New Year
came in with all its gaiety.
The friends of Mrs. Harry Kruener (Martha Easton) are happy to
learn that she is making a graduall improvement from her illness.
The Krueners, who have a sum
mer home on the Ridge, live in
Granville, Ohio, where Mr. Kruener is a minister.
(
The annual meeting of the Ladies
Circle met on Thursday, Jan. 13th
with Mrs. Mildred Pierson.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Watts
spent the past weekend in Augusta
with their daughter and husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Wood. Join
ing them were their other daugh
ter and family of South Portland,
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner W’all and
son Wallace.
Mrs. George Gee is enjoying a
garden (out-of-door) which is
blossoming in January. In a protected corner of her garden covered
with brush, there are primroses
blooming freely. By lifting up a
branch of brush she can see the
gay flowers.

discussion on the “Principles of
Jesus’ Teaching: Trust.” Tues
day. the Friendly Circle will meet
at 7 30 o’clock at the home of Miss
Hilda George with Miss Ardelle
Maxey as co-hostess.
Worship service at the Finnish
Congregational Church Sunday
afternoon at 1.30 o’clock. Thurs
day evening service at 7.30.
Sunday School at the Baptist
Church Sunday morning at 9.45
with worship service at 11 o'clock
with sermon by Rev. John Fitz
patrick. Members of Grace Chap
ter, OES. will attend the morning
service in a body. Baptist Youth
Fellowship meets at 6 o’clock,
evening service at 7. Monday,

3 BING CIRCUS
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"PRIVATE HELL 36"

Class

School participated in the first

MARTINSVILLE
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Capt. Field Puts New Boat on Monhegan Run

A total, of 56 members of the
Junior

At the Edward Gonia Store
Rockland, through month of Jan.
drastic reduction of all Wallpa- I
pers.
5tf

HURRY. HURRY, HURRY!
HERE COME THOSE CLOWNS...
IN THEIR CLOWNING GLORY!

DUK

Camden Prize
Speaking Draws
56 Contestants

of his fathers Ansel Saunders at
Boy Scout Activities
Rockland.
Den Seven meets Wednesdays.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Behener
This den is working on their projhave returned from their visit at
tect. Games of railroading were
Methuen. N. J., having visited
enjoyed. Denner chosen for this
Mrs. Beheners mother, Mrs. Elsie
month is Henry Young and Keep
Freeman and sister.
er of the Buckskin is Charles
Kenneth Davis and friend Les
Richards.
lie Rudd who visited Mr. and Mrs.
Boy Scout Troop 215 met Thurs
day night
at
the Federated
Forrest L. Davis for two weeks
Church. Gold and blue cords were
have returned to South Carolina
presented to the following den
County
home
demonstration
chiefs: Paul Hardy, Eddie Smith,
agents of the Maine Extension
Warren Peterson, George New
Service work with some 12,000
bert, Jr., William C, Brooks, 3d,
homemakers in organized Exten
and George Elliot. Demonstra
sion Association groups.
They
tions of
artificial respiration,
PORT CLYDE
also serve all other Maine home
chair carry, knot tying and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Saunders makers interested in better foods
stretcher making from blanket
and family of Connecticut were and nutrition, better clothing,
and poles were given.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey more satisfactory and efficient
Church Notices
Thompson over the weekend. * r home management, and other
Federated Church School Sun
Saunders came to attend services home economics subjects.
day morning from 9.45 to 10.40
with Mrs. Howard T. Stackpole
as superintendent. Church service
SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
of worship at 11 a. m. with ser
mon by Rev. George H. Gledhill
on "A Devout Churchmanship.”
Qii Q Qir.
-a
Church music: Solo by William T.
Smith, Jr., “Face To Face” by
Johnson. Anthem by the choir,
j FINEST MUSICAL!
"Praise the Lord. O Jerusalem”
Storsl Music! Color!
by Maunder. Nursery for small
Pius eye-dGzzling sets and costumes
children during the service of
making a truly wondrous
worship from 10.45 to 12 o’clock
entertainment spectacle of love
with Mrs. William T. Smith, Jr.,
and romance—to remain
In charge.
Youth Fellowship
"deep in your heart”
group will meet from 7 to 8 o’clock
,
Jx
forever!
at the parsonage. There will be a

SUN. - MON. - TUES.

UNDfl BARSElt

Beta Alpha meets at the Baptist
parsonage at 7.30. Wednesday aft
ernoon the Missionary Circle, will
meet at the home of Mrs. Minnie
Wilson at 2 o’clock. Wednesday
evening the JOY World Guild
Girls will meet at the parsonage
at 7 o'clock.
Thursday, prayer
and praise meeting at 7 p. m.
Mass will be celebrated at St.
James’ Catholic Church Sunday
morning at 9 o'clock.
Morning worship service at St.
John’s Episcopal Church at 8
o’clock Sunday, followed by Sun
day School at 10 a. m.
Worship service at the Assem
bly of God's Church (Pentecostal)
on Sunday afternoon at 2.30 and
at 7 p. m. Sunday School at 1.30.
Wednesday evening service at 7
c’clock, Rev Walter Keller, pas
tor.
Sunday School at 9.30 at the
Holy Trinity Lutheran Church
with Mrs. Lydia McClure as su
perintendent.
Devot.onal service
Sunday evening at 7.30. Wednes
day a fish chtwder supper will be
served at 5.30 after which the
Women’s Guild and Brotherhood
will meet at the church.

£

3 BIG HAYS — KEG I I.Alt

*i

Mrs. Walter Chapman.
Js’cxt
meeting will be Monday.
Troop Six met Tuesday after
noon at the Federated Church
with nine members present. The
group made 1955 calendars for
their mothers and teachers. All
members are to bring cloth suit
able to make a bean bag at the
meeting next Tuesday. Mrs. Guy
Robbins is leader.
The planning committee for the
Girl Scout card party, set for Jan.
25. was held at the home of Mrs.
Arthur Moore Thursday night.
Tickets will be sold by members
of Troops One, Two and Three,
starting next
Tuesday.
Girl
Scouts of Troop One will assist at
the party and a Girl Scout cake
will be given to someone present.
The Girl Scout Council will
meet Jan. 18 at the home of Mrsr.
Raymond Robinson at 7.30. All
leaders and parents are requested
to be present.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

SOCKLAND

A.

4*

Photos by Keliey
Captain Earl S. Field, who for the past 19 years has been seeing to
it that Monhegan residents received their mail, prepares to take his |
newest craft out on her tri-weekly run. His latest vessel is a vast im
provement over the 37 foot boat with which he started the mail run
from Boothbay Harbor during the early 1930’s.

By Harvey Kelley
The latest addition to the fleet
of passenger and freight boats
operating from Knox County7 ports
is the “Laura B,” which complet
ed its first month on the Port
Clyde-Monhegan run this week, j
The 65-foot craft replaces the
“Captain Samuel Jameson,” Mon
hegan mail boat Hr the past eight
years.
The new vessel is under the
command of Captain Earl S.
Field, who has been carrying the

CAMDEN
MRS

KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

The Camden Junior Extension
Association will meet at the home
of Mrs. Lawrence Hopkins, Janu
ary 17, at 7.30. The program for
the evening will be
Picture
Framing and Care and Finish of
Floors.
The Elm Street Reading Club
will meet with Mrs. Lee Lenfest,
Monday evening, Jan. 17. The
readers will be Armida Sawyer
and Jessie Satterlee.
The Monday Club will meet at
the home of Miss Bertha Gleason.
The reader will be Mrs. Eleanor
Guckes.
The Baptist Mission Circle will
meet at the home of Mrs. Lloyd
Sykes, Tuesday, Jan. 18. at 2 p. m.
The YMCA Ladies’ Bowling
League will hold its next monthly
meeting Tuesday.
The Hurri
canes will be the hostesses. Mem
bers are asked to bring prizes.
Refreshments will follow the
meeting.
Members of the Wesleyan Serv
ice Guild will meet on Tuesday
evening, at the home of Mrs. Syl
via Wilcox, for dessert and cof
fee at 7.30 p. m. There will be
a business meeting and all mem
bers are urged to be present.
Dr. and Mrs. F. S. Powers arc
leaving this week to spend the
rest of the winter in Florida.
Mrs. Nettie Redding is a patient
at the Camden Community Hos
pital.
The local March of Dimes Com
mittee has been active the pa3t
week formulating plans for spe
cial events to be held during the
month of January. Among the
events planned is a food sale to be
held under the direction of Mrs.
Marion Hopkins. A dance spon
sored by the Friends in Coun
cil will also be held later in the
month. Other special events will
be announced soon. The com
mittee announced that the first
contribution was received from a
school boy who earned the money
delivering

newspapers.

mail to the tiny island commun
ity for the past 19 years. Captain
Field with his son Earl, Jr., as
crew, makes the trip out through
the dangerous ledges at the mouth
of the St. George river and the
open water beyond, three times a
week during the winter months.
The freight list for these tri-week
ly trips includes all the necessities
of life as the craft is the only pub
lic transportation between the
Island and the mainland.
During the spring and fall the

ROCKPORT
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

schedule of the island mail boat
calls for one trip daily. In the
summer this is increased to two
trips a day as summer visitors
crowd the famous island. Dur
ing the two summer months the
island is also served by a boat
from Boothbay Harbor, but come
Labor Day Captain Field is once
more the island’s one sure source
of supply for its needs.
The new craft on the run was
originally built fQr the United
States Army and was later pur
chased by Clyde Bickford of Vi
nalhaven for use in his lobster
business. During the past fall the
boat was acquired by Capt. Field
and made ready for her service as
a passenger and freight vessel.
The work of renovating was done
at the Reed Brothers’ boat yard
at Boothbay Harbor.
The Laura is powered with a 230
horsepower Superior diesel and
equipped with deckhouse controls.
She has a generous freight deck
forward and passenger space in
the cabin aft of the wheelhouse.
Before the rush of summer busi
ness the open after deck will be
covered and equipped with canvas
curtains to add to the passenger
space.
Capt. Field reports that during
the first month of operation the
new ship has proven to be a good
sea boat, a very necessary feature
for this particular run. The vet
eran skipper should be a good,
judge of the qualities a boat needs *
for the Monhegan run as he has
been responsible for seeing that
the island folks received their
mail for the past 19 years. Seven
of those years he set sail from
Boothbay Harbor using a 37-foot
boat named the “Whitecap.” A
conservative estimate of the miles
he has traveled carrying the
Monhegan mail places the figure
well up toward 200,000 miles.

Mrs. Helena Kenney.
The Try-To-Help Club will meet
next Wednesday evening at the
home of Mis. Ellen Bohndell.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wey
mouth of Camden were callers’ /
Tuesday evening on Mrs. Florence
Knight.
The Rockport Health Council
will meet at the elementary School
on Monday evening, Jan. 17. The
subject will be “Adolescence.”
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Those from Rockport, who at
tended the Inaugural Ball and re
ception held recently at the Ar
mory in Augusta were: Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Kenney, Mr. and
Mrs. George Turner, Sr., Mr. and
The Thimble Club
Mrs. William Frye, Sr., Mr. and
The Thimble Club met Tuesday
Mrs. Herbert Hoche, Cecil Annis,
at the home of Mrs. Louise Cava
Mrs. Walter Annis and Mrs. Vera
naugh. Dinner was served with
Pendleton.
New Year’s favors. A New Year's
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Went Day greeting was read from Miss *
worth and Mrs. Ernest Wentworth Katherine Hamilton of Brunswick.
were guests recently of Mr. and Next week the meeting will be
Mrs. Lewis Simmons in Bruns held Tuesday with Mrs. Elizabeth
wick.
Lowell.
Mrs. Dorothy Young of Car den
was a guest Tuesday of her stale r, Subscribe to The Courier-Gazetti y
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Life Insurance at no

OR OTHER FLANS

additional cost.
Clean up all of those pesky bills.

Then, loo, you can get extra money

Get money to pay them all ot

for medical and dental bills, cloth

once, then spread repayment

ing, repairs or other expenses, let

over a number of months ... you
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Domenic And Harry Get Together

Page Sent

Roberta Boothby R.H.S. Glee Club President
At
the Universalist Church,
Rockland, Sunday services and
Church School are held at 11 a. m.
on the winter schedule with Rev.
George H. Wood, minister and
Sam W. Collins, Jr., superintend
ent.
All are welcome, and or
ganizations and events are an
nounced by weekly schedules.
* * * ♦

hold its monthly meeting on Thurs
day at the home of Robert and
Louise Gregory. The committee is
Robert and Louise Gregory and i
Alice Stilphen
The junior choir '
will meet in the vestry on Fri
day afternoon at 3 o’clock, the i
senior choir meets for rehearsal
on Saturday evening 7 o’clock.
* * * ♦

At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church,
service: Parish Communion and
ermon at 9.30. Weekday services,
uesday, Mass at 730; Wednesday,
lass at 6 a m.; Thursday and
iday. Mass at 7.30.
• • • •

The South Thomaston Methodist
Church will hold its Sunday wor
ship service at 7 o’clock. Rev.
Merle Conant will preach on the
theme "The King Cometh”. A
i fine musical program will be pre| sented by the organist, chorister
St.
Bernard’s of
Rockland and the junior choir of the Pratt
‘8s
lasses Sunday are 8 and 11. St. Memorial Church of Rockland. The
lames, Thomaston, 9. Our Lady junior choir will present an anIf Good Hope, Camden, 9.30.
I them, Dante Pavone will sing a
* * * *
solo, and Anne Davis will preside
At the Church of the Nazarene,
at the piano. All are welcome to
Rev.
R.
O.
Johnston,
pastor,
Sun

5?
the service.
day School starts at 9.45 a. m. with
♦ * * *
fc
Ray Easton, the Superintendent, I How spiritual understanding of
In charge. Morning worship is at
God as divine life opens the door
10.45. and the message "The
to healthier, happier living, will
Prodigal Son's Home.’’ The Young
/
i be set forth in the Lesson-Sermon
* Srm
People's meeting is at 6.00 p. m.
'■■*»...,
entitled
"Life”
nt Christian
Domi-nic Coccinello of Owls Head, a Rockland attorney and Democrat had a visit with former Pres The message for the evening ser Science services Sunday. Selec
vice
at
7.30
is
"Destruction
of
Sin
ident Truman at his Kansas City offices recently. The former chief executive of the nation, during cor
tions to be read from the King
respondence with the Roekland lawyer, had extended an invitation to call at his office should he ever and Release of Self.” All are wel
James Version of the Bible will
be In Kansas City. A vacation trip took the Cuecinellos to Kansas City and they made the call, to be come.
include the following from Psalms
cordially received with Mr. Truman posing for the above picture taken by Mrs. Cuecinelio.
# * « «
(66:8,9): "O bless our Lord, ye
The Pratt Memorial Methodist
people, and make the voice of his
ard French at 14 Shaw Avenue. I
Church. Merle S. Conant, minis
praise to be heard; Which holdeth
Part of her interest in the ex
ter, will worship at 10.30 when Mr.
our soul in life, and suffereth not
change program is to become bet
Conant will preach on the sub
our feet to be moved.” The Gol
ter acquainted with Americans
ject "The Name of Jesus Christ”.
den Text is from John (17:3):
Miss Hille Roeske, who is a Ger of the many tests and reports and she hopes to have the oppor
Anne Davis will play "March
man elementary school teacher which each teacher must have be tunity to visit with many' Rockland Solonelle” by Barnes, "Offertory” "This is life eternal, that they
might know thee the only true
getting acquainted with the United fore being approved for the ex families in the next three weeks. r by Zeuner. and "Postlude” by
change program. The gr°uP of Supt. Kinney read off a list of ap Marchant. The choir will sing as God, and Jesus Christ whom thou
States and its school system
bast sent.”
Sunday services at
teachers finally' selected came to pointments that have already been
an anthem "Rejoice the heart of
through an exchange program of
Sunday School at
this country' on the SS Indepen made for her on Monday her only Thy Servant” by Southy, and Dante 10.30 a. m.
the United States Office of Edu
10.30 a. m.
Wednesday night
dence during the latter part of the .•omment was that she hoped to
Pavone will present as his solo services at 7.30.
cation, stated Monday morning
,
summer and visited New York and meet * people, people, people.”
"O Divine Redeemer” by Gounod.
* • * *
that she felt much more at home
Philadelphia before going on to
In Germany Miss Roeske teach The Church School will meet for
in Maine than she had in Texas
Rev.
Edward
T. Barram, new
Washington, D. C.. for an orien es children in the middle grades its weekly classes at 11 o’clock
where she has spent three months
pastor
of
the
First
Baptist Church,
tation session.
and expressed her desire to ob with
the new superintendent will preach this Sunday in the
of her visit to this country. Miss
Miss Roeske and several others serve those grades more closely George Johnson in charge. The up
Roeske arrived Monday morning
10..,0 service on
the subject,
for a three week visit to the were then sent to Southwestern than others. She also spoke of her per classes meet at 11.30 in the “Christianity is Evci ything—or It
State
Teachers
College
not
far
interest in the language program , sanctuary.
schools of Rockland and was en
is Not Anything”, Prayer groups
The Girl Scouts will meet on will meet before this service at
thusiastic about the city as soon from Austin, Texas. During their of the Rockland schools.
stay
of
three
months
at
the
Texas
Miss
Roeske
is
hoping
for
plen-1
Monday at 3 o’clock, and the Boy 10.15. During the morning ser
as she arrived.
Her own home in Germany for college they were kept busy visit ty of snow during her stay as she Scouts have their weekly gather vice small children will be cared
many years has been in the Bre ing schools, cities and special is a ski enthusiast and wants to ing at 7 o’clock. Good leader for in the nursery. The Church
men section which is in the north events in Texas. The group also try out the Camden Snow Bowl ship is provided for both groups. School will have Bible study
and near the ocean. She reported decided to see some of Texas on slopes. She is also enthusiastic No prayer meeting will be held on classes for all age groups at 12.
that she had found the people in their own and in a very typical about American cars "Even 1941, Tuesday night because of the John Blackman wil speak to the
Fourth Quarterly Conference to young people in their meeting at
New England and Maine much American college manner. She Fords” she stated Monday.
more like the people she knew at and three other exchange teachers
Supt. Kinney expressed the hope be held in the vestry’ on Wednesday 6. There will be a prayer period
home than the residents of Texas— pooled resources and came up that Rockland residents and club at 6 o’clock. The officials of the at 7, and "The Gospel Story Hour”
and was looking forward to meet with a 1941 Ford which was chris- groups would take advantage of church will have supper at 6 o’ will begin with a hymn-sing at
Rev. Alfred Hempstead, 7.15. The service will be broadcast
ing many Rockland people during tended "Grandma” in deference the opportunity to meet the young clock.
to its age. Miss Roeske reported
her stay here.
teacher who, although from a for Superintendnet of the Augusta Dis over WRKD from 7.30 to 8. Music
The 28 year old teacher is one that the four saw many sections of eign country, seems very much trict, will preside for the business will be by the choir and a vocal
of 56 German students who are Texas before "Grandma” finally American in her variety of inter session. Reports will be received duet, and Mr. Barram will speak
of the year’s work from the pas on "The Bible and Your Daily
in this country for a six month came to the end of a useful car ests and enthusiasm.
tor and the various organizations Newspaper.”
stay as part of a program ap eer after losing an argument W’ith
The Golden Hour
proved by the State Department a fire hydrant.
Few men ever think of paying of the church. If you plan to at will be held on Tuesday at 7.30
During her stay in Rockland she interest on the good they receive tend, please notify Leroy Chatto or Join with over 100 in prayer and
and carried out by the U. S. Of
fice of Education. Miss Roeske told will stay with Mr. and Mrs. Rich —saying nothing of the principle. the pastor. The Kola Klub will praise at this inspirational hour.
The Early Teen Agers will have
their meeting for boys and girls
12-14 on Wednesday at 3.30, and
the Junior Ambassadors for those
i?)
9-11 on Friday at 3.30. On Sat
urday the preparation prayer ser
vice will be held at 7.30. The
morninng worship service will be
• ••
broadcast over WIRKD during the
month of February.

GERMAN TEACHER FINDS MAINE
MUCH LIKE HER NATIVE LAND

e restoreth your soul

* « * *
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Here’s Dave Judson and Bill
Miller. Good friends
for a good many years now.
They hardly ever "talk”
religion—they just always
find time to get to Services
each week.

;

:

1

7J

;

■sip
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There’s Susan Brown.
She’s brought Mary Lou up
ail alone—her daddy was
killed in the war. Susan’s
a slight little thing, hut
a pillar of strength. And
she’s not at ali ashamed to
admit—she leans all right
—on the strertgth of God.

Janet and Bill were married
right in this church— and
they come back every week.
"Just selfishness on our
part,” Bill says. "After
all, our life together got
off to a happy start here
« . . and we want to keep
it that way!”

j J1

K

'

Worship together this week
/
We are well blessed. The doors of our
churches and synagogues are wide open...
waiting for us to enter. Set aside a time

each week... a time apart from the

MS

“busyness” of living. You’ll find more

joy in each day, it you give some time

each week to worship.

And the Wolf family here—will
you just look at those bovs!
Thev’re feeling very grown-up
and proud as punch, going to
• Service with Mora and Dad.

i

Pete Taylot sore has grown!
Being in the Service has
helped him grow up inside,
too- Aa Pete puts it, "A
guy's never so big, that
he wants to go it alone."

CONTRIBUTED TO THE RELIGION IN AMERICAN LIFE PROGRAM

Ever been a stranger in any
town? Then vou've known
loneliness. And you know how
comforting it it to come
upon a church ot synagogue
,.. where the door: are aJu ays
wide open to everyone.

«« 1
.
.
-vv
ey
Members of the Roekland High School Glee Club met this week and chose the officers pictured
above. From left to right they are Kathy Vanso, secretary; Roberta Boothby, president; Elizabeth Lee
Deysher, vice president and Joanne Hudson. Treasurer.

Bangor Committee TAX COLLECTIONS WELL AHEAD OF
Visits Camden
A YEAR AGO ACCORDING TO
Handicapped Class DECEMBER REPORT BY MANAGER
The special class for the physi- \ Following- arc the reports of the
cally- handicapped which is con- several city departments as sublucted by the Camden School DebY City Manager Lloyd Al• .. . — - ■_
1 len to the City Council Monday
paitnicnt was visited Friday by a
J
J I evening.
group of Bangor citizens accord-j Tax conections are ahead of a
ing to a statement from the office !y,,ar ago and the welfarc depart.
of the superintendent of schools, ment demands compare favorably’.
The Bangor group is part of a cltl- even though they ,hoW an increase

study of special education pro Fire loss figures are not avail
grams which are being carried out able as estimates have not been
in schools of the state.
completed by fire insurance ad
The committee requested per justers surveying the losses dur
mission to visit the class at Cam- ing the fire in the VV. H. Glover
den which is one of the few spe- Company and The Courier-Gazette
cial
classes for the physically „„ Dec 22 Als0 there ,g a loss
handicapped maintained in a small from a f,re in a largp ,rangformer
school system in the state. The at the Central Maine Power subCamden class which is
taught station
by Mrs. Isabel Gibbs, provides
a program of more individual inRecords Department
struction for children who, be- The Records Department reports
cause of severe physical handi-1 three Council meetings held durcap. would find it difficult to fol- inR the month plus two hearings
on insane committments. As usual,
low ordinary classroom routine.
agendas were prepared, notices
sent, minutes taken and recorded,
of all meetings. One ordinance no
tice was published and one other
legal notice was published by this
department.
Thirty-two City licenses were is
All too often the gloomy and sued from which the City received
tragic news rates a banner head $172 50 ; 67 State licenses were is
line. To correct this situation Kip- sued from wTiich the State received
lingers has assembled some sta $204; and the City received $27.25.
tistics that reflect the sunny side There were 59 recordings of vi
of life in the United States.
tal statistics made up of 29 births,
There are 162,922,000 Americans 10 marriages and 20 deaths. Mis
who are not members of the Com cellaneous-recordings amounted to
munist Party.
190 from which the City received
Some 37,011.460 couples will stay $236.50. Fifty-four copies of vital
more or less happily married dur statistics records were issued;
ing the year.
fees received for same amounted
On the average, there are 63 868,- to $23.
000 people working to bring home
The usual work connected with
the bacon.
the City election was done and the
Last year, the scheduled airlines preparing of voting places and bal
safely carried passengers 18.902,- lot boxes, compiling the election
134.841 miles in the U. S. and pos results, and processing of 40 ab
sessions; railroads safely carried sentee ballots.
passengers 31.674,931,200 miles.
Tax Collection
Some 162.717.890 persons will not
The
Tax
Collector reports total
die of cancer in 1955.
And 162.380,580 persons will be axes collected during the month
amounting to $193,255.48. Excise'
safe from fatal heart attacks.
About 629,000 000 acres will not taxes, interest and fees amounted
be set on fire by careless smokers to $3,222.21; a total collection of
$196,477.69.
and nicnic-goers this year.
Most of the time, 15.720,000 or The balance of uncollected taxes
ganized workers are not on strike. at the first of the month was $246.Of the 18.977,472 little boys in the 233.05 and at the end of the
country who are under the age of month was $52 947.27. The out
10, only six or possibly seven will standing committment at the end
have to go through the terrible or of the month compares very fav
deal of being President of the orably with the figue of the yearago as at that time $60,404.15 was
United States.
At least 162.944 . 424 people have outstanding. In other words, with
not been frightened by seeing fly a larger tax committment to col
ing saucers hurtle through the air. lect, there is outstanding as of the
The Internal Revenue, Service first of the year $7,575.88 less than
will find that 43 846,154 income a year ago.
Outstanding tax liens at the end
tax returns are filed correctly in
ot the month amounted to $4,911.81.
1955.

Good Things Hap
pen Too In this
Dreary World

At Littlefield Memorial Church,
Mrs. Norma Dorman will be the
speaker at the Sunday services.
At 10.30 a. m. she will use as her
subject "Results of Obedience".
Sunday School classes for all age
groups will immediately follow
the morning service at 11.45 a. m.
the B. Y. F. will meet in the vestry
at 6 p. m. and the evening ser
vice is at 7.15 with Mrs. Dorman
speaking on the subject “A Day ol
Questions.”
The mid-week prayer and praise
service will be held Tuesday night
at 7.30; Wednesday night the
Ladies’ Aid will meet with Mrs.
Hattie Lord at her home, 5 Bay
Finally, there are 83 countries
Police TN-parlment
View Square. There will be an all
day meeting of the Women’s Mls- in the world that have not discov I The Police Department reports
sionary Society on Thursday from ered the secret of the hydrog-en I 20 arrests during the month con10 a. m. to 4 p. m. in the vestry bomb.
■ sisting of one case of assault; sev
with Mrs. Annie Dorman as hos
en cases of drunkcncss; one, forg
tess, Mrs. Marie Thurston will con at the parsonage and Earl F. Mel ery and counterfeiting; one. lar
duct the worship service and the gard of Thomaston will speak to ceny robbery; and 10 traffic vio
guest speaker will be Mrs. Sche- the Comrades o( the Way at 6.30 lations. Convictions were secured
jeveland of Damariscotta. Thurs “What is Involved in Choosing A , in all 20 arrests.
day night at 6.30 a supper will be Vocation?” Darrell Spencer will I There were 16 accidents during
served in the vestry to about 30 be in charge of devotions .
the month reported and investi
Appointments tor the week in- j
representatives from churches in
gated of which 14 were motor ve
elude; Monday, Girl Scout units
this area, meeting in conference to
hicle and two were other colli
1, 7, and 10 will meet at 3. and Boy i
discuss the “Baptist Year of Asions. These resulted in four cases
Scout Troop 206 will meet at 7;
,
chievement” program. Miss Eda Tuesday, Girl Scout units 9. 15 and 01■ b«W
Knowlton, Mrs. Margaret Gregory
timated property damage.
20 will
at 3, the Pack Com
and Ronald Lord will represent
Nine doors were found unlocked
mittee of Pack 206 will meet at 7
the Executive Board of the Sunday
at the parsonage, and the Girl at night and 119 investigations
School of the local church at the Scout Leaders will meet at 7.30 wcre ®*de.
meeting which will be addressed at our church: Wednesday the an-j There were 154 parking violaby a speaker from the Ameri nual church meeting will be held j tions during the month of which 42
can Baptist Publication Society, with supper at 6.15 and a religious were meter violations and 112 were
and Vernon Legg, State Director of movie at 7. with the meeting sla other typeB of parking violations
Christian Education of Maine.
ted for 7.45: Thursday, the Men’s consisting mainly of overnight
• • • •
Association will meet at 6.30 for parking during snowstorms.
At the Congregational Church, supper by Eddie Mayo and with
Parking meter receipts for the
Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor. Fred Baird. Boothbay Harbor, at month of December were $1,104 76,
Morning Worship at 10.40 with! spealier. and on Friday the Jun- making total receipts for the fis
sermon by the pastor, ‘‘Preparing ior Choir will rehearse at 3. while cal year $7,227.92 or $702.61 more
for Christian Marriage.” The sen Girl Scout Troop 5 will meet at than a year ago at the same time.
ior Choir will present an anthem 10.30 in the church on Saturdaylire Department
under the direction of Mrs. Almon
The
Fire
Department reports
Cooper, with Mrs. Faith Berry, or
for the month. 44 calls of which 21
ganist. Church School classes for
were lor Brea, consisting of 17
third graders and over at 9.30, |
fires In buildings; one in brush or
with those younger meeting at J
grass, aad three miscellaneous
10.30. A pastor's class will con- j
out-door fire#. The other calls
vette for high school youth at 33d--------------------

Classified

brings action
ww. —

sisted of 22 emergency calls and
one needless call.
Bnllding Inspection
The building inspector reports
three permits issued for a total
of $20,250 in value. These consist
of one-onc family dwellings, $10.000; one addition to dwelling, $250;
and one oil storage, $10,000.

I

1

i

;
'

Welfare Department
The Welfare Department report
shows the usual increase for this
time of year In welfare cases. The
case load at the beginning of the
month was for 21 families with 53
persons. At the end of the month,
it was for 27 families and 88 per
sons. Of these 88 persons, seven
are being reimbursed by the State,
12 by other towns, and the 69 re
maining were supported entirely
by the City of Rockland. Seventyeight of the 88 persons were re
ceiving full relief and 10 were receivlng partial relief.
We have three cases at various
State institutions, 10 inmates at the
City Farm, and 124 cases for Aid
to Dependent Children on which
we pay a portion of the cost.
Public Works
The Public Works Department
report shows that the greater part
of their effort during the month
was expended in snow plowing,
snow removal and sanding, which
required 1. 614 1/2 man hours. In
addition to this, 258 man hours
were used in plowing at the air
port.
Other work done during the
month was, some sewer mainten
ance. catch basin cleaning, clear
ing brooks and culverts, installa
tion of a new culvert in the brook
on Simmons Street to replace the
old wooden bridge, some tar
patching on the streets, and a mi
nor amount of repair on sidewalks.
Two hundred and fifty-two man
hours were expended on repairing
buildings and roads at the airport.
Equipment
maintenance
re
quired 463 hours, which included
overhauling one of the sidewalk
tractors in addition to the usual
maintenance on all the equipment.
Two hundred and twenty hours
were expended on completion and
mooring ol the new float at Scho
field-White Park which is now
complete and In operation. The re
mainder of the time was the usual
minor repairs on the City Building,
janitor work, rubbish removal, and
miscellaneous odd jobs.
I would like to call your atten
tion to, many gratifying comment#
from the Public on the work of the
Public Works Department in the
elimination of snow this winter to
date; and while I was not here
during previous winters to per
sonally observe, from the various
comments 1 have received. I
would judge that an outstanding
job is being done this winter.

Recreation Department
While no actual figures are avail
able to show the number of chil
dren using the recreational facili
ties during the month, there was
tremendous activity in the Com
munity Building, particularly dur
ing the school vacation period and
the use of the bowling alley has
increased quite considerably.
The
Recreation
Department
started reserving one afternoon
for junior bowling at reduced rates
which has resulted in nearly 100
per cent activity during those pe
riods on the alleys. The program
should expand even further dur
ing this month as some adult act
ivity In the evening is being or
ganized and increase physical rec
reation for the juniors is prom
ised.

OWLS HEAD
The budget meeting of the Fire
Department will be held Monday
night, Jan. 17. at the Central
School at 7.30.
,

The Sewing Circle of the School
Improvement League will meet
Wednesday night, Jan. 19. at 7 p.
m. at the Central School. Mem
bers are requested to bring aproa
The-

Fog* Eight
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Social Matters

Dorothy Coiley
Gen. Knox Chapter SYLVESTER - KEIZER ENGAGEMENT
Awarded Colum
DAR Working Hard
bia Masters Degree On Knox Lot
Restoration

Girl Scout Notes

The annual Spring Concert 01
the Rubinstein Club was discussed
and tentative plans made when
the board of directors met Wed
nesday evening at the home of the
president, Mrs. Fred A. Snow. The
concert will be held in April with
M.s. Theodore Strong assisting
Mrs. Snow as general co-chair
man. Appointed on the general
committee were:
Mrs. Beulah
Ames, Mrs. Doris Ames, Mrs. Ad
ah Roberts, Mrs. Barbara Griffith,
Mrs. Adelle Lundell, Mrs. Mary
Garrett and Mrs. Litza Vardavoulis.

Knox Lodae IOOF
Entertained On
Monday Evening

I

Mrs. Bruce Kinney entertained
on Jan. 10 in honor of her daugh
ter
Susan’s
second
birthday.
Guests attending
were: Janis
Munsey, Wendy
Lee Bicknell,
Gregory McDougall, Sylvia Marsh,
Tommy and Sue Ann Bailey, Car
ol and Vincent Ciaravino, and
John Crockett of West Rockport.
The mothers were also guests of
Mrs. Kinney.

VINALHAVEN

The Home League Ladies of the
Salvation Army met Wednesday
evening to discuss plans to raise
funds for the Self-Denial Effort
and future meetings. The project
for the month is dish cloths instead
of pot holders. Devotions were led
by Mrs. Lt. Brungard with Mrs.
Annie Fullerton, Mrs. Clara Brown
and Mrs. Eva Curtis assisting. It
was decided that January 26 will
be Family Night. All members are
invited to bring their families.
Mrs. Dot Nolan and Mrs. Louise
Rich were hostesses. The next
meeting will be January 19
j
I and Harry Coombs.
Doris R. Arey was hostess to
I the Birthday Club, Friday night
I at her home on East Main Street.

McLoon's

At the Edward Gonia Store,
Rockland, through month of Jan.,
drastic reduction of all Wallpa
pers.
5tf

f Nl.iNEF«f O H *

CBS

:
i
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COLUMBIA

11 PARK ST.
TEL. 1510
ROCKLAND. MAINE

133-S-tf
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Weymouth Grange
Weymouth Grange met Monday
night with three new members
joining by demit. They were: Wil
liam Wallace, Mrs. Celia Wallace
and Mrs. Dorothy Lind. A pot luck
supper was served following the
meeting.
Wednesday night, the members
of the Weymouth Grange attend
ed the meeting of the Wessaweskeag Grange in connection with
Pleasant Valley Grange of Rockland and Acorn Grange of Cushing.
Sam Pipicello of Acorn
Grange was identified as the Mys
tery Patron.
On Monday, Acorn Grange,
Pleasant Valley Grange and Wess-

Miss Harriet R. Williams, Tucs

ness meeting on Wednesday.

day evening with 19 regular mem

vision of the By-Laws was present
ed by the Chairman of the ByLaws Committee, Virginia Knight.
The club voted to accept the
changes as presented. Ruth Cross.
Public Affairs Chairman, report
ed on a meeting of the Route No.
1 Association, which she attended
representing the Club.
The Radio and Television Chair
man, Barbara Griffith, outlined a
poll that will be taken of the club
members on the favorite network
programs. The official ballot will
be taken at the next business meet
ing. The network polling the high
est total vote in each of the fol
lowing classifications will receive
a citation at the National Board
Meeting. Members are asked to
cast their ballots for the best
radio or T. V. Program covering
the (1). Best advancement of the
interest of women. (2). Best news
coverage. (3). Best Musical pro
gram.
(4) Greatest human in
terest program.. (5) Best Spirit
ual program. (6) Most wholesome
entertainment.
Ruth Emery, Chairman of the
Educations and Vocations Com
mittee, announced at the Program
meeting on Jan. 26, a representa
tive from the Internal Revenue
Department would be present to an
swer any questions and give help
to the club members on Income
Tax.
A card party will be held at
the home of Clara Nason on Jan
uary 19, with members and guests
Invited. All those planning to go
are asked to call Clara Nason or
Eva Rogers. Refreshements will
be served. The Finance Commit
tee, with Emma Harvie as Chair
man, conducted a sale and served
refreshments after the business
meeting.

bers, one new member and two
guests. After the opening exer

Mrs. Dorothy Eaton Coiley of
Glen Cove received the Master of
Arts degree from Teachers Col
lege, Columbia University, on Dec.
27. Dr. Hollis L. Caswell, presi
dent of the college, has announced
Mrs. Coiley majored in Teach
ing of Business Education. The
degree was among the first earned
by students during Dr. Caswell’s
first semester as president of the
college. Dr. Caswell took office
on July 30, 1954.
Teachers College is the graduate
school of education of Columbia
University. It offers professional
study for teachers, admnistrators
and other personnel in all grades
and in all departments of the ed
ucational system of the United
States,
from
nursery
school
through the university.
The university recently entered
its 201st academic year after cele
brating the bicentennial of its
Tuesday Troop 20 lead an in
founding in a year of world-wide
vestiture ceremony and admitted
observances.
five new members. They were
Carold Watson. Yolando Torok.
Rebecca Kennison, Patricia Mc
Cluskey, Jeannie Mae Watts. Lead
er Mrs. Arlene Reed was assisted
by Mrs. Verna Jones and Mrs.
Edith Torok. We are now 23 strong.
Next meeting we will start on the
Guest Night was obsrved Mon
Valentine place cards and baskets
day evening by Knox Lodge of Odd
for the hospitals. Knox and Hyde
Fellows. Kenneth LeGage served
Memorial.
as master of ceremonies for the
entertainment which followed a
short business meeting.
Appearing on the program were
George Sleeper who presented ac
SOPHRONIA TOLMAN
cordion selections and humorous
Correspondent
narratives and Bruce Gamage
Tel 88-2
w’ho entertained with a juggling
act.
Frank Walls is a surgical pa
Orett Robinson of Thomaston
tient in Knox Hospital.
took Odd Fellow’s and their guests
The regular meeting of the Po- on a tour of Europe in pictures
cahantas will be held in Red Men’s and words. Mr. Robinson made the
Hall, Tuesday night. A box lunch tour last summer and described his
will follow the meeting.
travels to the enjoyment of all.
Emily Dyer was hostess to the
Albert E. MacPhail of Owls
"Just Us Girls Club” Thursday Head, always a popular speaker
evening.
in Odd Fellow’ circles, was the
Philip Ryan returned from the speaker of the evening.
A social hour followed the en
mainland Thursday.
Mrs. Sherman Greene of Rock tertainment.
land w’as an overnight guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Wilfred Lloyd, Wednes aweskeag Grange will meet at the
Weymouth Grange Hall at which j
day.
Following the Union Church time a Mystery Patron will be pre- ,
Choir rehearsal, Thursday, night sented tor identification. Guests at
a social hour wras enjoyed, honor tending are requested to bring
will be
ing the birthdays of Margaret sweets. Refreshments
Adams. May Tolman, Flora Brown served.
The Extension Service of the
University of Maine carries edu
cational work to the people of the
Pine Tree State.

The Rockland Business and Pro
the Farnsworth Museum for a busi

met at the home of the Regent.

Mrs. Dorothy E. Coiley

Sandra Burke
Appleton High
D.A.R. Candidate

fessional Women’s Club met at

General Knox Chapter, D.A.R.

The Baraca Class of the Metho
dist Church met for supper and a
social, Wednesday night with 35
present. Committee included Mrs.
Kate Greenleaf,
Mrs. Mildred
Blood and Mrs. Margaret Phil
brook. A candy sale was planned
for February with Mrs. Thelma
Stanley chairman. Major Barde
offered to put on a smorgasbord
Mr. and Mis. Gordon Crie of supper in March. Leroy Chatto
Chicago, Ill., were supper guests of showed two picture films on th<
Mr. and Mrs. Gershom Rollins work of Home Missions in the
Tuesday night. Mr. Crie, whose United States.
stage name is Dr. Tohman Conrad
Miriam Rebekah Lodg • will hold
is a well known entertainer. He
and his charming wife have just it’s regular meeting Tuesday at
completed an
engagement at 7.30 p. m., at the Odd Fellow’s
Hall. A 6.15 supper will precede
Sampscn Base, Geneva, N. Y.
:he meeting with Mrs. Linnie Grey
The Chapin Class will meet as chairman and Mrs. Dawn BergTuesday night with Mrs. Mora ren in charge of the dining room.
A rehearsal for the drill team af
Cooper. Limerock Street.
ter the meeting. Members are
Members and friends of the Sen again reminded to bring their
the food barrel.
ior Ambassadors for Christ of the canned food for
____
t
First Baptist Church held a skat
The Universalist Youth Fellow- .
ing party at the Snow Bowl. Camship will meet at The Manse this !
dent, on Thursday evening. Af
Sunday evening at 6.30 for busi- 1
ter an enjoyable evening of skat ness and planning session. At hl a.
ing, the group gathered inside the m. service Sunday morning. Rev. ,
lodge to sing choruses and then George H. Wood will have as his
preceded to “Yorkies” for re topic “Five Big Letters.”
freshments. Those attending were
Mildred Copeland. Zettie Burns. 1
Grace Philbrook, Carol Elwell, |
Flora. Lenora, and Jeanne Jackson; Alice Kinney, Dianne Mei rill,
Dana Merrill, Walter Hill, Ralph
Rackliff. Judy Harriman. Trudy
Henderson, Laverne Orcutt, and
Roy Blake, youth leader for the
group.
Mrs. Priscilla Smith, Depart
ment Junior Vice
President. j
D.U.V., will install the officers of
Ruth Mayhew Tent at a private in
stallation Monday evening at the (
G.A.R. Hall. Refreshments will
be served at the close of the meet
ing.
The program will be in
charge of Mrs. Gertrude Salo.

BPW Had Busy
Meeting-Plans
Made For Future

cises, the President General’s
message was read by Mrs. Jerry
Marks. A study of and familiarity
of the Bricker Amendment i«
urged—more patriotism and more
widespread interest in national
and international affairs. The re
sponse to the appeal for contribu
tions toward the restoration of the
grave of Knox is very gratifying
and any’ sum, however small, is
essential, as a fund must be es
tablished for the perpetual care ‘
of this lot, w’hich will be com- i
pleted by Memorial Day, weather I
conditions
permitting.
Other- j
wise, by July 25. the anniversary '
of the birth of Knox. One can j
tell how far reaching this project I
is, as the Chapter has received a i
contribution from Denver, Colo.
Two new members have been
added and Mrs. Nancy Gillchrest
will be accepted upon receipt of
her papers. At the next meeting.
Henderson photo
Miss Hilda George, chairman of
Miss Kay Kathryn Keizer
the American Red Cross, will re
ceive an individual report from
Mr. and Mrs. Horace A. Keizer,
The bride to be graduated from
each member as to contributions 9 Dunn street. Thomaston, an Thomaston High School last June
made in the various departments nounce the engagement of their and is now a freshman at Gorham
—sewing, cooking, card parties, daughter,
Miss Kay
Kathryn State Teachers College.
purchase of bonds and other ways Keizer, to A/3c Harlan Lee Syl
Mr. Sylvester graduated from
of aiding in this great work, and vester, son of Mr. and Mrs. Theo Rockland High School in 1952 and
it is hoped that many will join dore W. Sylvester, Sr.. 22 Fulton is now stationed at Biggs Air
the Civil Defense classes to be street, Rockland.
Force Base, Texas.
held each week to become better
prepared in case of emergency.
Mrs. Roy E. Heywood, State
Chairman of Civil Defense Com
mittee, will be guest speaker Feb.
7 at the home of Mrs. Alice Hahn,
Miss Mildred Jessie
Prior, er-in-law, of the bridegroom.
and her subject will be National
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roland
The bride wore an ice blue, faille
and Civil Defense.
Mrs. Edward Grindle, Regent Prior of Cushing, became the bride street length dress with black ac
of Lady Kndx Chapter, was a of Archie Carroll Eaton, son of cessories and a corsage of white
guest and spoke encouragingly of Mrs. Elizabeth Eaton and the late carnations.
Mrs. Eaton graduated from Wal
the increase in membership, the
fine work the chapter is doing Winfield Eaton of South Thomaston doboro High School in the Class
Mr. Eaton attended
and the widespread interest in •it the brides home last Saturday of 1953.
Rev., Kathleen, Weed, South Thomaston schools and is
the field of patriotism and the in evening.
fluence in the young people pastor of the Friendship and Cush employed in the pulping business
through the Junior Citizenship ing Methodist churchs performed with William Grieson but will en
group.
the double ring ceremony.
ter the United States Army Jan
The guest speaker was Mrs.
The couple were attended by uary 19th.
George H. Avery of Lady’ Knox Mr. and Mrs. Howard Grieson of
The couple left on a honeymoon
Chapter. State chairman, Conser South Thomaston, sister and broth j trip to Bangor and Orono.
vation
Committee, and
what
seemed to be a very uninterest
ing subject proved to be most
stimulating by her complete un
derstanding of the broad field
covered by this word “Conser
Knox County people have an op with his accordion.
vation,” and gave one a feeling
portunity to dance this evening so Henry Laukka of Warren will en
that in accepting the chairman
tertain with specialty numbers
ship of this committee, she is per -hat others may walk. The oppor
and Sonia Skoglund of St. George
forming a duty that she loves, tunity is presented at the Finnishwill favor with trombone solos.
learning about the trees, flowers American Polio Dance at the
Mr.
and Mrs. Palleria will close
and w’ildlife and their protection Rockland
Community
Building the program with several specialty
and preservation.
from 8 o’clock until midnight.
numbers.
Refreshments w’ere served by
In addition to the dancing to the
In addition, the Finnish-Ameri
the committee consisting of the
music of Wilho Elgland’s smart can ladies will serve Finnish cof
Regent. Mrs. Ruth McLain, Miss
dance orchestra, there will be en fee and pastries throughout the
Marion Healey and Mrs. Kath
tertainment at intervals through evening.
arine C. Derry. The spring con
out the evening.
Present for the occasion will be
ference wiil be held March 30 and
Master of ceremonies for the Mrs. Harold Dumont of Skowhe
31 at the Eastland Hotel in Port
entertainment will
be Anthony gan, state women’s activities lead
land.
K. C. Derry.
Palleria, director of high school er for the Polio Foundation. Mrs.
bands in the area. Appearing on Constance MacPhail of Owls Head.
Although thousands of Maine
the program will be such popular Knox County campaign director,
boys and girls between the ages
figures as Robert Stackpole of and Miss Ruth Rogers, county
of 10 and 21 are 4-H club mem
Thomaston in vocal selections and women's activities leader will be
bers. there are many thousands
Oliver Niemi of St. George Road with Mrs. Dumont'.
more who are eligible, but have
not joined. Youngsters interested
are invited to contact local 4-H
Club leaders or the county 4-H i
club agent at the county Exten- I
sion Service office.
Sixty first wedding anniversaries Adella Philbrick, who planned to be
were observed Friday by two Knox married soon, attended the wed
County couples who were married ding and decided that with a min
ister on the island there was no
at Matinicus Island on Jan. 14,
reason to postpone their own wed
1894. Capt. and Mrs. George F. ding.
Horton, who were married ir. the
The Ames have resided on Ma
fiist ceremony that day, now re tinicus most of their married life
side on Cedar Street in Rockland where Mr. Ames has been a lobster
quietly at their home.
fisherman. The couple have four
Mr and Mrs. Frank Ames who children, all living outside the state
decided 61 years ago that it would of Maine, except their son Harold
be best to set their wedding plans with whom they now make their
ahead a bit as long as a minister home.
had made the trip to the Island,
The Hortons have traveled over
celebrated their anniversary at much of the world. Capt. Horton
Matinicus
being a well known master in both
The two couples were married sail and steam. His career on the
by Rev. B S. Fifield who came to sea had not only included com
Matinicus from Deer Isle to per mand of commercial vessels but
form the wedding ceremony for some of the worlds most famous
the Hortons. Mr. Ames and Miss yachts.

CUSHING GIRL BECOMES BRIDE
OF SOUTH THOMASTON MAN

KNOX COUNTY DANCING TONIGHT
50 THAT OTHERS MAY WALK

ROCKLAND-MATINICUS COUPLES
HAD 61st ANNIVERSARIES FRIDAY

FATHER AND SON TAKE OFFICES
IN PENOBSCOT VIEW GRANGE

Mary Kosloski. March of Dimes poster child, visits V. S. Sena
tor Margaret Chase Smith of Maine at her office In Washington and
learns about forests and lakes and sun and snow. Senator Smith
also told Mary that Maine is always a leader in the fight against
polio and will be out to make a new record this January. As Sena
tor Smith signed Story's autograph book, the poster girl said, "I
wish I could go to Maine and play in the snow.**

Installation ceremonies at Pen-1 Assisting in the ceremony were
obscot View Grange Thursday eve- j Gertrude Palmer, marshal; Lina
ning were unique in that a father J Carroll, installing master; Lula
and son were installed as the two Elwell, installing chaplain and in
top officers of the organization. In stalling aid Fred Dorr.
Music for the installation was
stalled as master of the Grange
was Leonard Ames, while his son j furnished by pianist Elaine Carver
Granville Ames took over the of and a choir made up of Evelyn
fice of overseer. Installing officer ’ Trundy, Gladys Packard, Virginia
for the ceremony was J. Herbert j Hardy and Edith Carver.
Gould of Camden.
Visitors were present from six
Other officers installed Thurs different Granges.
day evening were Carroil Wixson. >
lecturer; Mrs. Una Ames, steward, j Some people doubt because it is
Helen Gregory, chaplain; Berla easier than investigation.
Wixson, treasurer; Helen M Greg
ory. secretary’: Owen Cavanaugh, j The little woman’s stunning
and Nellie Groton. clothes may shock her husband
, gatekeeper
when he sees the price tag.
Ceres.

Re

Accepting Re
sponsibility Theme
Of W.C.T.U. Talk

Miss Sandra Burke
Principal E. W. Ratten recently
announced that the Appleton High

candidate

for

the

1955

D.A.R.

Good Citizenship Award is to be
Miss Sandra Burke, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Burke.
Miss Burke is senior class presi
dent and an honor student. Both
last year and this year she has
been basketball captain and is
also softball captain. She plays
several musical instruments and
is prominent in local church af
fairs.
She has already enrolled for a
pre-medical course at Tufts Uni
versity and plans to become a
medical missionary.

Rockland Hearing
Society Enjoys Lip
Reading Story
Mrs. Blanche Witham was hos
tess to the Rockland Hearing So
ciety Jan. 6. Reports were read
by Miss Maude Marsh and Mrs.
Witham, and Christmas greetings
were enjoyed from member’s and
friends including Mrs. J. C. Hill of
California and Mrs. Avis Haynes of
New Jersey. Mrs. Gladys Thomas
called attention to the current issue
of "Hearing News”, official bulle
tin of the American Hearing So
ciety. Articles on research and the
much publicized transistor hold
the promise of better hearing. The
problems regarding the adaption
of the transistor to the hearing aid
have for the most part been solved
and the ruggedness, acoustic res
ponse and fidelity of transistor aids
have matched that of vacuum tube
aids. A valuable factor lies in the
fact that it operates at a lower
cost.
The lesson was conducted by
Mrs. Thomas who also gave a
paper on "Wiscasset", the prettiest
village in Maine.
A letter from Miss Eliza C. Han
negan to Mrs. Ella Watts held an
inspiring story of one of her lip

The W.C.T.U. met Friday aft
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Louise
Ingraham. Miss Charlotte Cook
conducted the worship service
on the theme “Accepting Respon
sibility.”
Reference
Exodus
18:13-27 and included the poems,
“Consecration” and “Echo In Tho
Heart.”
At the business session, Mrs.
Marion Lindsey, treasurer asked
that members please send in their
membership dues for 1955.
Mrs. Emery asked members to
make a note of the names of
chairmen of committees appoint
ed by the new Legislature to
whom we may want to write let 1
ters regarding bills. Miss Mabel
reading pupils in whom Miss HanHarding presented an interesting negan takes justifiable pride. Her
program on Christian Citizenship. pupil became hard of hearing at
Mrs. Marion Lindsey read an
I the age of six and is a shining exarticle on “Shall We Revise the I ample of what may be accom
Ten Commandments,” with em plished with courage and determin
phasis on “Thou Shalt Not Kill.” ation plus the co-operation and kind
What about the murder on our ly understanding Miss Hannegan
highways and international war has given her over a period of 10
fare? Miss Ruth Morse read an ! years. She graduated with honor
item “The Voter’s Obligation,” from Fryeburg Academy last June
in which it was stated that a and through Miss Hannegan’s in
Democracy is a government of fluence entered Nasson College in
the people, by the people, and the fall where she is making en
only when the people perform couraging progress. It will be re
their duties as voters, can that membered that Nasson College
form of democracy be main conferred the honorary degree of
tained.
Master of Humane Letters on Miss
Miss Mabel Harding read from Hannegan last June of her pioneer
the Union Signal. We need to be ing and oustanding accomplish
practical Christian citizens and ments in the hearing field.
exercise odr privileges, better
Dainty refreshments were served
laws and improved conditions of by the hostess assisted by Miss
society could be obtained if all Marie Smalley.
The February
Christian citizens would concern meeting will be with Mrs. Nancy
themselves about civic affairs.
Brown.
An article entitled “A Letter to
(I
Churchmen Who Drink” suggest freshments were served by the
ed that perhaps they did not real hostess, assisted by Miss Louise
ize when they sip their social Philbrook and Mrs. Helen Greg
drink, that it contains the same ory.
poison alcohol w’ith its same
power to destroy that is in the
drink of the poorest dowm and
Want An
outer on skid row.
OFFICE POSITION?
Mrs. Louise Ingraham read an
New
booklet
deweribe*
oppor
tunities, earning*, how to qualify
item from Christian Herald on
at a saving In time and money,
“Comics Clean Up,’’ where the
how to get a rood starting posiWrite, phone, or rail for
citizens’ committee in Dearborn, 1 tion.
“Manning Your Future,** a 12-page
illustrated
booklet.
packed
with
Mich., cleaned up the city news
vocational facts for young people
stands of vicious comic books, and | who are making career plans. No
cost or obligation.
salacious literature. They urge
that other cities and towns do the
same.
A lively discussion on the ques
tions involved followed the read
b
TEL. 148
M5 MAIN ST.
ing of the articles.
4-S-7
Follows ng
adjournment,
re-
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Rockland School
of Commerce

OPTICIAN SERVICE
BROKEN LENSES DUPLICATED
BROKEN FRAMES DUPLICATED
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT
Open Evenings By Appointment

HOWARD'S OPTICIANS
405 MAIN ST.
TEL 1109
ROCKLAND, MAINE
_ _
_ _ ______ _____ _____ ’
_
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